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Contact
Tse Qigong Centre or to
reserve your place please
see the booking form in the centre
of this issue of Qi Magazine.

Members : £460
Non-members : £520

Two heads are better than one is the old saying and the staff is
the weapon with ‘two heads’. This means that either end of the

staff can be used for attacking or defending which made it a
very versatile and useful weapon in the past. Today, we practise

more for our health than for fighting and the staff is just as
useful for helping with arthritis, coordination, posture and

flexibility. Part of the Chun Yuen Quan tradition, it will help to
train the body to be more fit and light.
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Summertime in England is very nice
and everybody in England loves it
and loves lying on the grass in the

sunshine. Although the English weather
is changeable, people still like summer
very much. I guess most Europeans like
it, too, though maybe people in warmer,
sunny places like Spain or Portugal might
feel differently and might prefer winter.

When I was growing up in Hong
Kong, we felt that the summer was not
that good because it was very humid but
since moving to England I find that the
summers are great. However, over the
last ten years, I have begun to suffer from
hay fever. When I first came to the UK,
during the first seven or eight years, I
did not suffer from hay fever and I did
not even understand what it was. People
would ask me how toheal it with Qigong
and I said, “Do horse stance or Hard
Qigong training (which has a lot of special
breathing) both of which are very good
for the lungs,” and they found it worked.

Then I moved to Seattle and then
Hawaii. When I came back to England to
teach I found that I suffered from hay
fever and it was new for me and it was
hard to deal with but it lasted only one
or two months maximum, so I could

manage. In my philosophy I do not go
to see doctors. I treat myself with my
Qigong training. If we doubt Qigong how
canwe understand and work with Qigong
to heal problems? In history, all Qigong
masters healed their illnesses using
Qigong or, alternatively, because of their
Qigong practice, they were not ill. We
need to trust Qigong and work on it and
then we can develop a deep
understanding of Qigong. Youmight say
I am a stubborn man but no matter how
much I suffer I will still practise Qigong
to solve my problems.

When I am in England the hay
fever can be quite strong. My nose runs
and my eyes itch and even when I
pract ise and re lax it is sti ll hard,
particularly when it irritates my eyes and
my breathing. It is just like someone
trying to tickle your feet, even if we have
a very good standard of Qigong it can
still be very hard to handle.

Slowly I realised I could handle the
irritation better. Actually, hay fever is
more irritating than it is harming. Of
course, if someone is very weak, it can
still be a problem. Hay fever is not a
poison or virus that will damage you.
Even the medicines which are on sale

“We must trust Qigong
and work on it & then
we can develop a deep
understanding.”

“We must trust Qigong
and work on it & then
we can develop a deep
understanding.”
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today just stop you feeling the irritation;
they do not suddenly make you better.
The irritation is still there and the
medicine just slows down your feelings.
If one summer you do not take any
medicine you will feel even worse than
before because your body does not know
how to cope with i t.
Qigong is the way the
body learns how to
handle disease. So even
if we do not take
medicine we can handle
all the diseases with our
immune system.

So I know from
the Qigong point of view
I need to learn how to
cope with the hay fever
by myself. The problem
is that there are many
kinds of plants:- some
are no problem, some
are very bad. Of course,
if I can handle certain
kinds of pollen then I
might eventually be able
to handle most others.

What I also
realised is that if I am
busy doing things such as
teaching or practising, I do
not fee l that bad.
However, when I am just
sitting or doing nothing,
I feel more irritation. So
I need to learn to keep
doing other things so my
focus will not be on my
senses as my mind is
concentrating on other
things. That is the best
way to handle the irritation. In Qigong
terms we say, “One thought to replace
ten thousand thoughts”

It is very true that our life has all
kinds of problems. We cannot just
complain about it if we do not have
anything constructive to say. In today’s
society, people complain all the time
about either the government or work,
family or other people. The problems are
always about others and if you were to
put these people, who just know how to
complain, in those positions or those jobs,
I guarantee that they would be worse. It
is easy to point the finger at others but it
is hard to find a way to deal with the
problems.

In Buddhist thinking, we see
everybody as a good person and then
we will not have problem with others.

The problem is always ourselves. It is very
true. If we all thought like this the world
would not have any problems. Ru Jia
(Confucius) says that we should not get
together or work together with those
people who are not of the same mind. It

is also true. How can we be nice to
everyone? That is why we need wisdom.

I study Qigong but I have found it
difficult to handle hay fever because the
irritation does not depend on the Qigong
practice. I have found that practising and
concentrating on the movements and
doing other things helps. That is wisdom.
Just using the skills without wisdom you
will find that sometimes things work and
sometimes things do not work.

That is like Buddhism and Ru Jia.
When we are working on things together,
on equal terms, like with colleagues in
an off ice, we should t ry to treat
everybody equally and think about how
to help out and try to improve ourselves
so we can work together better. But if
you start a new business and have a
cousin who wants to join your business,

but you know he will not fit or has a
different nature, then, in the end, you
will fall out. So you should not do
business together. That is wisdom.
Dif fe rent situations use different
methods. At the end a good result is the
key. Sometimes things might look bad
in the beginning, but in the long run, it
is a good result that counts. Even today
everybody might think certain things are
good, but if we are wiser we can see
that one day those “right” things or
concepts will become wrong and so we
should not follow them.

Regarding my hay fever, now that
I have found that changing my focus
helps me feel better, eventually I can
forget the irritation and slowly my body
will cope with it. After many years it will
eventually become nothing. Then my
children and my grand children will have
immunity from hay fever. That is how
nature works.

In the end, the less we bother,
the fewer problem we get. We all live
our own lives. If we cannot do anything
to improve or help other people’s
problems, then we should not bother too
much. At the very worst, it takes your
energy, makes you unhappy or even ill
or makes an enemy and we should not
have enemies. If other people do not
like us that is their problem, we should
just do our own things.

By ignoring
al l the other
problems we live
in a peaceful and
happy world but it
does not mean
that we should be
lazy or not handle

our own problems. Then our senses
become normal and become empty.
When we are in meditation, we have no
eyes, no ears, no nose, no tongue, no
body and no thinking. Being totally
empty is a high level of meditation and
when we reach this level, actually all
senses become more sensitive. Your eyes
can see the future or you canhear further
away. But if we cannot reach emptiness,
then we are always irritated by certain
things. So we need to let go and not get
so bothered. We should care, but care
about things in a positive way and this
can benefit others and, in the end,
ourselves.

“Different situations
use different methods.”
“Different situations
use different methods.”
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Qigong Therapy
with Master Michael Tse
Qigong therapy is a very effective way
of increasing your energy and clearing
the negative energy in the body.
Combined with specific exercises, the
treatment is specific to each patient.
Master Tse’s Qigong Therapy has
benefited a great many people and
his appointments are highly sought
after.

.

For more information please call:

UK: 0161 929 4485

or 0845 838 2285

or email tse@tseqigongcentre.com

Personal TuitionPersonal Tuition
with Master Michael Tse
Master MichaelTse is available for private lessons
in London. Benefit from personal tuition with one of
the foremost teachers in the
west.

 Dayan Qigong
 Chun Yuen Quan
 Wing Chun Kung Fu
 Chen Taijiquan
 Hard Qigong
 Feng Shui
For more information about please contact:
Tse Qigong Centre
PO Box 59 Altrincham WA15 8FS
Tel 0161 929 4485 email tse@tseqigongcentre.com
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20 Addicted to…
Looking around we often wonder how people get addicted
to drugs, drink etc. However, not all addictions are so
obvious, but they can be very hard to break.
By Sihn Kei

22 Liao Fan’s Four Lessons
Continuing the Third Lesson: Recognising Goodness.

23 Doing Your Bit
As individuals we can feel very insignificant. However, we
can all do our bit to help the world and people around
us.
By Kate Britton

24 Golden Mountain Living Buddha – Part VII
More amazing tales about the Living Buddha Miao Shan.
By Master Le Guan

26 Three Generals &
the Link Between Tong Bei & Taijiquan
What links three historically famous generals and two
seemingly different martial arts?
By Adrian Chan-Wyles

1 Editorial
with Michael Tse

3 PO Box

9 Theif on a beam
A short story about a theif who is given a chance to
change his ways.

10 Victimless Training
To gain a good level of skill in any martial art takes
dedication and discipline. The approach you take
when training is also vitally important.
By Darryl Moy

12 Love of the Lotus
Every nation and culture holds certain flowers in
high regard. England has its rose, Canada the
maple and China has the lotus. Why is it so
important?
By Peter Andersen

14 Sight Improving Exercises
Today most of us look no further than the
computer screen in front of us. No wonder that
our eyes become weak. Here are some exercises
that might help.
By Zeng Qingnan & Liu Daoqing

16 Wing Chun Story part 12
Following Leung Lan Kwai’s success fu l
challenge against Master Wu, he now faces
an even more powerful challenger of his own.
By Michael Tse

19 Need
Qigong and martial arts should make you
healthy and give you many tools to help you. It
is just a case of knowing which one you need.
By Martin Gale

28 Discovering Bajiquan
Bajiquan is a very
powerful Chinese
Martial art. Its
name is not so well
known outside of
the Chinese martial
arts world. Many of
you may have seen
it without even
realising it as it is
also a prototype for
a popular video game character based on Grandmaster Wu
Lian Zhi, the leader of the system. So what is Bajiquan?
By Michael Tse

Cover Feature...Cover Feature...Cover Feature...
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Kung Fu Weapons
Longquan (Taiji) Dragon Sword
Double edged straight blade, engraved & finished with brass
and copper. Comes with scabbard and tassel. (Length 81cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £90 /Non-members £100

Kang Li Telescopic Practice Sword
Well-balanced steel practice sword. Comes with carrying case
and tassel. (Length 71cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £36* / Non-members £41*

Longquan Dragon Knife (Broadsword)
Engraved blade finished in copper. Includes engraved
lacquered scabbard with brass finish. (Length 77.5 cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £95 /Non-members £105

Chinese Spear (Length 215cm)
Chrome plated spearhead with white wax wood
shaft and red ying (hair). Requires cutting to size.
Tse Qigong Centre members £52 / Non-members £57

White Wax Wood Staff (Length 200cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £50 / Non-members £55

Wing Chun Knives - Baat Jam Dao (Length 45cm)
Tse QigongCentre members £110 /Non-members £120

Longquan (Taiji)
Dragon Sword

Longquan
Dragon Knife
(Broadsword)

Prices include UK p&p and are by express courier service.
*Telescopic sword includes UK p&p by standard post.
Please make cheques payable to ‘Michael Tse’.
Specifications may vary. Prices valid for cover dates on
this issue only. Please see the latest issue for up to date prices.

Wing Chun
Knives (Baat

Jam Dao)

To order contact:
Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 59

Altrincham WA15 8FS
0845 838 2285

tse@qimagazine.com

34 Self Defence: Countering the Kick,
Chen Taijiquan Style
Some ideas on how Chen Taijiquan deals with an
opponent who tries to kick you.
By Shahriar Sepangi

36 Finding the Answer
Food has been used to aid health for centuries in China.
A lot has been written on the subject, however nothing
is better than learning by experience.
By Jessica Tse

40 Applying the Empty Mind
In Qigong and also “internal” martial arts, the empty
mind is an often talked about concept. Practically
though, what use is it?
By Adam Wallace

42 Xing Shou Part 3
Continuing the serialisation of the Chun Yuen Quan
form. Movements 12 to 14.
By Michael Tse

46 Mind, Body, Spirit Medicine – Embrace the Buddha
There are “Three Poisons” which are viewed as the
source of all illness. What are these and how can the
Buddha of healing help?
By Dr Christopher J. Bashaw

48 CFS and Qigong
The author shares her personal struggle against CFS
(Chronic Fatigue Syndrome or ME) and how Qigong
has come to her rescue.
By Belinda Hadfield

50 Feng Shui - Twenty Four Mountains
The Twenty Four Mountains are very important in Feng
Shui. They bring the Tian Guan, Di Zhi and the Bagua
together.
By Michael Tse

51 Class Act
Contrary to popular belief, teaching a class is not easy.
It is far more than simply renting a room and hanging
a poster on the door.
By Julian Wilde
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Students Questions
Q. As a beginner in Wing Chun can I buy a wooden

Dummy and practise on it?

A. No, doing this will damage your Wing Chun skill.
With everything we train weshould follow the system,
especially if it is old traditional skill. We should follow
until we reach the same high standard as our Sifu.
Before this we should not change anything. Wing
Chun training begins with Siu Lim Tao, Tsum Kiu
and then Biu Tze. After these we can learn the
Wooden Dummy. This is the traditional way and it
is like this because our skill begins by developing
soft hands and sensitivity, then we correct our hands,
the last thing we develop is power. A lot of people
begin by training power and in the end they lose
their soft hands and sensitivity. This is sad. Wing
Chun Kung Fu is different from other Kung Fu or
martial arts. Most begin with power so very quickly

What links a south Liverpool
church hall, an attempted mugging, a
blind man and Kung Fu hero Bruce Lee?

The answer is Martin Gale who decided to learn
Kung Fu after he faced a gang of potential
muggers, even though he was carrying a white

stick. Following this incident, Martinenrolled at a school
headed by a former Hong Kong police officer, Master
Michael Tse, who was himself taught by a famous
family of Kung Fu exponents that had taught the
legendary Bruce Lee.

Regular readers of Qi Magazine and members
of the Tse Qigong Centre will know that Martin is a
regular columnist for Qi Magazine and also a senior
instructor for the Tse Qigong Centre. Martin’s life has
been anamazing journey. When he was only ten years
old he developed a brain tumour. This was treated at
Liverpool’s famous Alder Hey hospital and whilst the
treatment saved his life it cost him his eyesight.

Those of us who never face anything like this
often wonder how people can recover from it, but in
reality many do, because they have to. What makes
Martin so unique however, is the way in which he

Radio
Talk

goes for his dreams and does not let anything hold him back. His story
is quite fascinating and he was recently invited to tell it on Liverpool’s
City Talk FM radio. He was interviewed by Dean Sullivan (Dean is the
actor who played Jimmy Corkhill on the long running soap opera
“Brookside”). Dean talked to Martin about how he had moved from
his home in the Isle of Man to Manchester, to train in Wing Chun and
Qigong and how this had taken him all around the world and back
again to Liverpool, where he is now teaching classes. He was amazed
at Martin’s determination and quick sense of humour.

Life has many ups and downs. All we can do is keep going.
Martin Gale is a good example to us all. Martin says, “Finding Qigong
and Wing Chun and my Sifu, Master Michael Tse, changed my life and
gave me confidence in myself.”

they become strong, but then they always rely on strength to beat
the opponent. It becomes the strong and big person beats the small
and weaker opponent; this is not the way of Wing Chun Kung Fu.
Wing Chun’s principle is “Soft controls the Hard .” It is a
very clever skill and so we do not make the body strong first. Even in
the end we do need strength but we should not be stiff. Once you
become stiff then it is hard for your Sifu to correct your mistakes. I
call it “Crooked Nail,” because the nail is crooked is very hard to
straighten it and hammer it in again. So we should begin by
developing gentle and correct hands first then later we can develop
Gong Lik , which is internal strength and it can be controlled.
We need to learn step by step and not rush to develop power too
quickly. Then you will reach a high level of Wing Chun which you
will be able use when you are older. Then you will beeffective against
someone even stronger and faster than you.

Q. I have shoulder problems, what exercises are good for this?

A. I have answered this questions many times, but as a teacher it does
not matter as it is my job to clear up any questions and also this
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New Double
Compartment

Carry Case

way more people and students will
know the answers to the common
ques tions. If you have learnt
Balancing Gong there are exercises
called “Beautiful Woman turns the
Waist”, “Big Bear Stretching” and
“Rock extends the Wings”. These are
very good for the shoulders. However,
there arealso exercises to work on any
problems we may have. The more we
practise, the more Qi we will have and
so we can recover more easily.

Q. Why do I always feel better practising
Qigong in class than when I practise
at home on my own?

A. Practising Qigong with nature is
good, because the
nature gives us natural
Qi, which is very good
for the body. The
second way is to
practise with healthy
people. Of course in
class there will be more
healthy people around
and all of you are
working for good
health. This way all the
people bring up good
Qi. Also because you
have the same thinking
you will bring up even
more good Qi. This way
everyone in the class
will benefit more.
If we practise and there
are peoplearound who
do not practise Qigong
and have all kinds of
emotions, then this will
also effect our Qi. Thus
the improvement will be
s lower or even
disturbed. This is the
reason a lot of Qigong
Masters will go to a
very quiet place, in the
country side or up on a
mountain to practise by
themselves. Today, we
cannot just go to a place to practise
Qigong all the time, so classes are the
best second choice.

Q. I find I easily forget things. What can
I do to help this?

A. Nowadays, we live very busy lives and
we have no time to settle down. In
particular the brain, is never settled
and so we are thinking all the time,

With the increased sensitivity to
swords it is important to make
sure that, if you are learning

straight sword or broadsword, you have
a suitable case for transporting your
weapons to and from class.

In light of this the Tse Qigong
Centre has released a weaponcase that
unlike most others is roomy enough for
two straight swords and a broadsword!
Two full length zippered compartments
easily and safely contain the weapons
and there are two additional, external
pockets for keys and other items.

The case is silk screened with the
Tse Qigong Centre logo and the Chinese
calligraphy of Michael Tse which says,
“Simple and Natural” this being his life
motto. The case is made of black
toughened nylon with extra chunky
zippered closings. The cases are available
now to buy on our website
www.tseqigongcentre.com (please note
the weapons featured in the photo above
are not included).

which makes us old and ill. We need
time to calm down and think of
nothing. While we practiseQigong we
cannot think of other things, because
our concentration is on the practise
and our mind will be calm and settled.
This gives time for the brain to arrange
all other things in your mind, which is
a little bit like a computer, the more
things on thecomputer themore easily
problems can happen. Unlike a
computer we cannot put more memory
into our brains, so if the brain has
too many things to think about, it will
automatically arrange all your memory
and it will keep what is important and
get rid of those that are not important
things (or those things that are used

a lot and forget those things that are
rarely used). Of course it depends on
what the person wants. That is why
today even young people have
memory problems. Usually older
people lose their memories because
the brain cell is deteriorating. When
we practise Qigong we maintain the
body and thebrain, so a lot of Qigong
masters, even when they are very old
still have very good memories.
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News::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & Seminars
Damo Staff -
Canada

Teaching in Duncan, Canada is
always a treat as it has all that one could
want for good health…mountains, clear

running rivers and
ocean, good
people, fresh air.
In Duncan, we
have been
fortunate the last
two years to have
fine weather so
that we could hold
the Damo Staff
seminar outside
on a grass airfield,
surrounded by

pine trees and river at the back and a
meadow in the front.

It is always interesting to see how
people’s complexions, their emotions
change over the course of the seminar.
Often, people come from working hard
all week and have lots on their minds.
By the end of the first day, their eyes are
already clearer, they have colour in their
face and their minds are calmer. By the
finish of the seminar on the second day,
everyone is usually tired but satisfied with
having learned well and done their best,
all in the best of company.

The Damo Staff is a challenging
form but everyone, from age 16 to age
60 found that they could manage and
enjoyed it a lot. It is often the first time

that people will have handled a weapon
and it can be interesting trying to spin
the staff and move in the form at the
same time. Although in the past the staff
was a popular weapon, now we do not
really use it for this purpose. Rather, we
use it for improving our health, our brain
co-ordination and our circulation and
posture. The staff has helped many
people with arthritis to improve their
condition because it creates heat in the
body. When the Qi is stagnant, blockages
will form and this can mean that a lot of

toxins begin to collect in the bones and
joints. In order to get rid of these toxins
we need to move more and create heat
in the body and in this way, we can
release the blockages.

Hawaii
If you want a strong house, the

first thing you must have is a strong
foundation. So in Hawaii, we began our

polishing seminar with the Tse Qigong
Centre Warm Up exercises and then
Balancing Gong before moving on to
more advanced forms. When it
comes to the more basic
exercises, like Balancing Gong,
I am always interested to see
the questions that people will
ask and also to see how
students respond to questions
asked of them. Many times it
becomes obvious that they are
missing understanding of
Balancing Gong’s principles,
however, not this time.
Everyone could answer that
Balancing Gong worked for the
posture and relaxation. It was a
bit tricker answering what form
in the Kunlun system that the
Balancing Gong principles were based

upon. Finally, a lone voice answered,
“Wild Goose Qigong”. That is why when
we get the Balancing Gong right, our
Wild Goose Qigong will be better and
will also have relaxation, which is vital
for good health.

We also worked with polishing
Xing Shou which is not an overly long
form but one that can easily lose some
its crispness and clarity when we do not
often see our Sifu’s form. So this took
nearly the last hour of the seminar as
there were many questions and
eagerness to get it right. With everyone
so positive, definitely everyone’s skill will
improve. We concluded the seminar with
Wing Chun’s Chi Sau at everyone’s
request and after rolling with everyone,
it was good to see everyone’s level
improving each time. One of the most
important parts for Chi Sau is practising
with a partner and the more hands one
can touch in class, the better one can
be.

Cotton Palm
The Cotton Palm seminar began

with a challenge. When we arrived we
found the room was being decorated.

The Cotton Palm Form is based
on the Taiji Symbol which reflects the fact

that ‘life is change’
and so our first test
was to adapt smoothly
to our lack of venue.
Our seminar leader,
Sihing Darry l Moy,
negot iated a
compromise with the
decorator whereby he
was able to continue
working and we were
able to begin our
seminar, though we
spent most of the
seminar outside in the
cherry tree garden
practising.

We were given a very illuminating
explanation of the meaning and function
of the Taiji symbol. When we began to
learn the form we discovered that it too
was full of spiral movement, turning,
stepping and postures that echoed the
Taiji symbol.

As with learning any new form,
the challenge lies not so much following
the movements during the seminar, but
remembering them afterwards, especially
the detail… well, I have had a couple of
very busy weeks since then with little or
no time to practise but amazingly I can
remember the form as if I learnt it
yesterday – what does that say? Good
teaching! So thank you Sihing Darryl for
a truly enlightening and enjoyable
seminar.

Cotton Palm

Correcting movements in Hawaii

Practising in the freah air

Damo Staff

Chun Yuen Warm Up
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New York
At the end of May/beginning

June New York City and New Jersey
students were treated to the first part of
Kunlun 28 Constellation Gong which has
never been offered here before. Some
students f rom Taij i or Wing Chun
backgrounds were really surprised to
learn a Qigong form as they, like most
people, were only used to seeing
Qigong as individual exercises, and they
felt especially fortunate as this form
contains some martial art elements and
energy within it causing them to feel a
little more familiar and comfortable
learning it. But as Master Tse often says,
“Qigong and martial arts at the highest
levels are not separate”.

Everyone picked up the skill really
well in no small part due to Sifu’s clear
teaching method, honed from decades
of knowing what works best in group
situations.The course was well-attended
and well received, and each day began
with a stimulating, entertaining and
educational talk and culminated each
evening with the customary blow-out
Chinese feast.

After the weekend course was
over, some students got to take full
advantage of their Sigong’s time here
and spent it at the Polishing class as well
as Wing Chun the night after that. The
Polishing class afforded students the
opportunity to clarify certain principles as
well as the rare chance to observe their

Sigong performing Wild Goose, Chen
Taijiquan, and Damo Staff as well as an
opportunity to do some extra push-
hands. It was also a good opportunity
for students from different far away
classes to come together as a family and
be connected.

The Wing Chun class the night
after was enjoyed by everyone. One new
lady student found it extremely useful
and practical in its simplicity as a self-
defence. Some regular Taijiquan students
enjoyed the diffe rent approach to
training sensitivity that Wing Chun

provides - different from the push-hands
they are used to - while the Wing Chun
students were grateful for the opportunity
to touchhands with their Sigong and feel
his energy and correct positions.

The Thief on the Beam
In old China, houses often had high beams where foods and things might be stored.

So one day, a thief thought to himself that if he could sneak into the home of
a rich family he had been watching, then he could hide himself up on

the beam and then sneak down to steal goods when the family went to
sleep.

So the thief waited and waited and finally found his chance. He
snuck into the house and climbed up to the beam where he hid himself.
He watched as the family went about their day until finally, the mother
and children went off to bed. He was getting tired holding onto the
narrow beam and was really hoping the father would go to bed soon as
well. Sure enough, the father stood up from his chair and stretched and
went over to the candle to blow it out before going to bed.

As he leaned over, the father suddenly stood up straight and called
for the mother. “Mother, get up! The floor is dusty and needs to be
swept. Son, daughter, get up and do your homework, this is no time to
be lazy!”

The mother came out as did his children, with the son grumbling,
“But Dad, we did our homework all day! It is time for bed now!”

The father answered, “To be a good human being, you should
work hard and not be lazy. Not like that thief up there on the beam!” As
he said this, the father pointed upwards to the beam and then he
looked upwards and said, “You, up there, come down here now.” The father scolded the thief but eventually said, “I know you
have a good heart and are just lost. So I am going to help you and hopefully you can take this opportunity to change your life.”

The father gave the thief some money and told him to take it and start a business. The thief went away and did as the
father said and eventually he became successful and always tried to help those in need.

28 Constellation Gong in NY

Following Master Tse

Enjoying a Chinese Meal
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Back in those days, training was very tough and you got
the stuffing knocked out of you on a regular basis. I always
enjoy listening to my seniors talking about their old

training as it gives me an insight into not only the past but
also how the martial arts world of today has been formed. On
this occasion we were talking about the difference between
Chi Sau and sparring. He said that sparring was okay, but if
you were not careful then it became, “Victim Training”. This
was a new phrase to me and I was curious as to what he
meant.

He explained that the thing about sparring is that you
wear gloves, put on headgear and wear a gum shield and
other types of protection. Then you and your opponent can
happily try and hit each other. However, because of the
protection afforded to you by all the padding you are wearing
you also allow some of your opponent’s shots to land because
you can “take it”. After a while you become accustomed to
this acceptance and therein lies the danger. If you are
unfortunate enough to be in a violent confrontation, then you
will not have any padding or protection and youcannot assume
you can take any of your opponent’s shots. However, if this
behaviour has been so totally ingrained into you then you
may have a big problem. This is why he used the term victim
training, because you learn how to get hit (in the course of
trying to learn how to hit your opponent).

This conversation made me think a lot. Of course, any
training that is not
actual fighting can
create this mentality
and so it is vital to
distinguish between
training and having
to defend yourself
for real . It is
important to keep
“the big picture” in
sight.

Traditionally,
in Wing Chun there
is no sparring as
such, only Chi Sau –
Sticking Hands. Chi Sau teaches you the skills that
you need to defend yourself in a spontaneous and ever-
changing environment. You need to pit your skills against as
many different people as you can to gain as much experience
as you can. However, you need to keep in sight what you are
trying to achieve, you need to remember the big picture.

It is all too easy to get drawn into a matchwith someone,
where hitting each other becomes the most important thing.
But then your Chi Sau degenerates into point scoring. You hit
me, so I hit you back, then you hit me and I have to hit you

back, etc. For myself,
I hold my hands up and admit to
being guilty of this in the past (and maybe
again in the future) and anyone who has been training
for a long time and who is honest with themselves will also
admit to their guilt. However, the most important thing is that
you can see your error and try to get past this. Once you do,
then you have improved yourself.

Victimless TrainingVictimless Training

A few years back I was casually chatting with one of my elder Kung Fu
brothers. Although we had been studying with our Sifu for almost the same
amount of time he had been studying martial arts for many years before. I
think he had already started training martial arts when I was just about
learning how to walk.

“Keep in sight
what you are
trying to
achieve.

“Keep in sight
what you are
trying to
achieve.
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Also, if you are a senior who is training with a more
junior partner who in turn is using toomuch strength and maybe
going for it a little bit too hard (or a even lot), I suggest not
beating them into submission. If you do this it
tells them it is okay to do this. Also it tells
them that all they need to do is try harder
to hit you. There are many ways to

overcome them. Let them use all
that strength because doesn’t this
give you an advantage? Then use
it against them without having to
hit them, or when you do, make
sure that you control and trap
them so they cannot move, let
alone hit you back. Then you do
not have to hit hard.

Also, the more you hit your opponent, the more you
ingrain into them that they can take that hit. Then you have
turned your Chi Sau into victim training. You should train not
to take any hits. If you assume that your opponent is willing to
hurt you seriously (or worse), would you really allow them to
hit you? Of course not. So you must train to avoid getting hit,
and when you strike you are safe and cannot be hit back.

Of course, this is the perfect situation and perfect
situations in the real world may not happen very often, but
shouldn’t we strive for perfection? If you train for this, then
youwill develop the correct skill and correct attitude. The more
you train the more you will trust the skill you are learning and
so the more confidence you will have. When you have real
confidence in your ability, you will let go of any doubt and
inhibition and so you are totally free to react and move instantly
and spontaneously. This will make you even faster.

But always remember the big picture. Chi Sau makes
up most of Wing Chun training but not all. I see some people
training and hitting each other too hard. What they do not
realise is that they are actually hitting as hard as they can and
their opponent is just getting annoyed by it. I have seen my
Sifu many times just stop short of hitting people, but they do
not realise it. If he really hit them in the manner he was striking,
I hate to imagine what would have happened. I remember on

one occasion my Sigong stopped short of chopping me and,
instead, the side of his hand gently flicked the side of my
lower jaw where it joins the rest of my head. My jaw just
slid over a millimetre or so but I was under no illusion
what would have happened if he had allowed there to be

power in his hand.
Of course, you have to train to overcome your

opponent’s defences but you also have to train
yourself so you know exactly what you are doing.
Being able to control your actions is vital. Martial
arts are about not having to hurt people, however,
that level of control only comes when you have
a great deal of skill. If you have the ability to
control your actions to sucha fine degree, then
if you really wanted to hit hard, you could do
so. The only questions left to ask are: should
you hit hard and how hard can you hit?

Remember the big picture. Chi Sau is
not Wing Chun. Chi Sau is a part of Wing
Chun. There are other parts to Wing Chun
that will answer these questions. It is true,
Chi Sau is a very important part and so you
must approach it correctly. Always remember,
just because you can hit your opponent does

not mean you win, and conversely, just because you get hit
does not mean you lose. It does not matter if your opponent is
able to hit you or if you are able to hit your opponent, did you
learn something? If you were beaten, did you learn how you
were beaten? If not then you had better ask them to beat you
the same way again until you learn how they did it. If you
were able to beat your opponent, do you know how and why
you did it and can you repeat it? If not, then you have to learn
how it works and how to do it. If you do know, then can you
find an even better, more efficient and effective way? As long
as you learn, then you win and there are no losers.

Don’t make your Chi Sau victim training. Training any
skill takes dedication, patience and practice. Don’t lose sight
of the big picture even if some others around you do. At the
end of the day you have to look at yourself and if you train
well you will be happy with what you find

by Darryl Moy

“Make sure that you
control and trap them so
they cannot move.”

“Make sure that you
control and trap them so
they cannot move.”
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It is no accident that in traditional
Chinese painting the lotus (hehua or
lianhua) is the symbol of summer and,

as such, a common subject. Lotus grows
in shallow troughs, the roots embedded
in the silt that lines the bottom. By May/
June the stems (hegeng) of the lotus plant
have risen to the water’s surface. As the
weather gets hotter the leaves uncoil to
form giant green umbrellas. When water
lands on a lotus leaf it skits across it like
quicksilver, often collecting in small pools
in the centre of the leaf from which
dragonfly (bright red ones where we
were) drink. A few days later the green
flower buds develop petals that gradually
transform from light green to pink. By
early summer the lotus flowers are at
their most vibrant, poking like small
flames through a solid sea of green. The
almond shaped petals close at night and
reopen to greet the light of the morning
sun. In midsummer, when the flowers

wither and fal l, they are no less
extraordinary, leaving behind a funnel
shaped seedpod that stores 10 to 30
elliptical lotus seeds.

Mirroring the spread of Buddhism,
the lotus root (called ou in Mandarin)
came from India but has been used by
Chinese people as food and medicine
for many centuries. This seems to have
been a pretty smart move as recent
scientific studies confirm the root (actually
a rhizome) is rich in dietary fibre, vitamin
C, potassium, thiamin, riboflavin,
vitamin B6, phosphorus, copper, and
manganese and very low in saturated
fat.

It is not only the roots that are
edible, so are the shoots, stems, flowers,
seeds and young leaves. Young lotus
shoots are eaten in spring and are
delicious while the fully grown ‘rhizome
nodes’, or ‘roots’ (oujie), are a solid
starchy staple that lend a sweet and

crunchy texture to any dish. It can be
eaten in chunks in soups, stews and hot
pots as it absorbs the richness of other
ingredients such as fatty meat; it can also
be cut into thin slices and used in stir-fry
or deep-fried in batter. The mature root
resembles links of sweet potatoes or a
string of giant sausages but when cut the
roots reveal a pleasing lacy design. This
design is caused by several large air
pockets that run the length of the tuber
for buoyancy in water and I noticed that
it had been replicated in the design of
coal briquettes (made from compressed
coal dust) to allow a flow of air through
the stove.

The flower petals are sometimes
used for garnish, while the larger leaves
(heye) are used as a wrap for food.
Enfolding a chicken in lotus leaves, then
encasing it in pond mud or clay before
cooking it, is the famous Beggar’s
Chicken which has now become a

famous restaurant dish. More commonly
you may see it used as a wrap for sticky
rice.

The seeds or nuts (called liánzi)
are also used to garnish dishes or even
eaten as a snack on their own, raw
(when fresh) or dried and popped like
popcorn. The seeds are crystallised
with sugar as part of Chinese New
Year sweet offerings. They can also
be boiled down until soft and made
into lotus seed paste, one of the most
common ingredients used in
‘mooncakes’ for the Mid-autumn
Festival. Sometimes the seeds are

Love of the LotusLove of the Lotus

Wuhan lies in the flood plane of the Changjiang (Yangze) River which
makes it a suitable growing area for Lotus. We would often visit the big park
by Dong Hu (East Lake) to watch the big muddy ponds as they slowly
transformed into, in my opinion, one of the most beautiful sights in China.

“Mirroring the spread of
Buddhism, the lotus root
(called ou in Mandarin)

came from India.”
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boiled with dried longans and
rock sugar to made ‘tong sui’
(sweet soup). The embryo
(lianzixin, the heart of the
lotus seed), is classified
in TCM as bitter and
cold and benefiting the
heart; and the lotus, in
general, is seen as
having cool ing
properties.

The fact is, I
did not eat many
meals in China that
did not involve lotus
in one shape or form
and that is due to the
fact that while the
shoots and seeds are
seasonal the root is
available pretty much all
year round.

The use of the lotus is
not, however, restricted to the
ki tchen. Even the dried
seedpods are used; they have
an ex traordinarily
interplanetary look and, when
not being used on the set of
Star Trek, are widely used in
flower arranging.

The plant also has a
symbolic function. Many flowers
in China have their own
folklore and the lotus is no
except ion. Every person
brought up in China knows that the lotus
symbolizes three things. One is: ‘chu wu
ni er bu ran’ (‘out of the mire but not
polluted’), because the lotus grows out
of mud and slime but its flowers form
resplendent symbols of perfect beauty
and purity. This, of course, is also the
reason that the lotus is the symbol of
Enlightenment; the Buddha is often
depicted sitting on a giant lotus leaf or
blossom ( lianzuo). According to legend,
he was born with the ability to walk and
everywhere he stepped, lotus flowers
bloomed. Furthermore, in China the
world ruled by the Buddha is called ‘lotus
heaven’ ( lianjie) and monks’ garments
are ‘lotus clothes’ (lianfu). In ancient
China funeral services contained various
lotus designs, for example, the shoes of
the deceased were often decorated with
embroideries of lotus flowers, thus
expressing the prayer that the deceased
would swiftly move forward beyond the
boundary of this world to heaven. The
lotus is also a common motif in ancient
Chinese poetry. Confucian scholar Zhou

Dunyi makes this famous statement about
the symbolism of the lotus in Chinese
culture:

‘I love the lotus because, while
growing from mud, it is
unstained.’

The second refers to the lotus root:
‘ou duan si lian’. Translated literally it
means ‘lotus cut silk connect’, which
actually means ‘separated but still in each
other’s thoughts’. This idiom is used to
express the sentiments felt when a
couple are separated but still remain in
each other’s thoughts. In Wuhan they say
when friends or lovers are together they
should eat lotus soup because when you
cut lotus and pull the sections apart you
get these silk-like filaments that are still
connec ted - in the same way that
friendships and relationships affect us for
life even though people may move far
apart. I have also heard that the Chinese
words for lotus root and the expression

that means ‘achieve more each year’
sound almost identical and so it has
become a traditional New Year’s food.

The third relates to the lotus
seedpod; inside the pod there are many
new lotus seeds ( liánzi), so for the
Chinese this object represents luck and
wealth. The phrase ‘liansheng guizi ’
(usually shortened to ‘ lianzi’ as the
character used here has the same
pronunciation as the character for lotus
seed) signifies people’s great hope to
have many sons, thus it has been the
custom in Chinese society to give lotus
seeds to a newly married couple. Another
important character of lotus is that the
seeds stay viable for centuries, even after
over a thousand years of storage! The
seeds have, therefore, been used as a
gift to the aged to celebrate a long life.

The lotus may well have originated
beyond the borders of China but it has
become an integral and essential part
of Chinese culture

by Peter Andersen

“The lotus is also a
common motif in ancient

Chinese poetry.”
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This is an exercise specially
designed to improve the sight and
train and protect the eyes.

Sight
Improving
Exercise

Methods:
This exercise consists of four methods: the

method of directing Qi through the liver meridian,
the method of sight improvement, the method of
directing Qi at fixed points, and the method of
directing Qi by pressing the acupoints around the
eyes.
a. The method of directing Qi through the liver

meridian: This is a method for curing diseases
by directing Qi through the liver meridian. Both
the posture and points for attention are the same
as described above. Close the eyes, relax the
body, use the mind to guide the flow of Qi
through the liver meridian, starting from the
Dadun acupoints (located on the lateral sides of
the big toes), along the shanks, the inner sides
of the thighs into the abdomen, upward to the
Qimen acupoints on the chest, and then through
the throat upward to the eyes. Open the eyes,
look at a fixed target several metres ahead, and
imagine the removal of the stale Qi from inside
the eyes. Practise this repeatedly. (Fig. 1)

b. The method of sight improvement: This is a
method of directing Qi around the eyes to
improve the sight. The posture and points for
attention are the same as described above. Close
the eyes, relax the body, and concentrate the
mind. First close the eyes to look internally then
look up and down, to the right, to the left, and
ahead. And then look by turning the eyes first
from left to right, and then from right to left.
Practise this repeatedly. (Figs. 2,3,4)

c. The method of directing Qi at fixed points:
This refers to the selection of a certain fixed point
for the direction of Qi. The posture and points
for attention are the same as described above.
Close the eyes, relax the body, and concentrate
the mind. Then look at a selected point in the
distance several metres away, perhaps a tree or
a flowering plant. Open the eyes wide and glare
like a tiger. Then close the eyes to look internally.
Then open one eye and close the other. Practise
repeatedly. (Figs. 5,6)

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3

Fig 4

Sight
Improving
Exercise

Procedure:
Either sit or stand. If you like to stand, keep the feet apart to shoulder width and close the hands at Dantian. If you sit,

sit upright, put the hands in front of the forehead, and keep the body relaxed and the mind quiet. Whenpractising this exercise,
execute the movements quickly at first and then slowly, and direct the flow of Qi and blood evenly and silently.
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d. The method of directing Qi by pressing the meridian
points around the eyes: This is a method for directing Qi to
the fingers and using the mind to point and press the meridian
points around the eyes. The posture and points for attention
are the same as described above. Close the eyes, relax the
body, concentrate the mind and use the mind to guide the
flow of Qi to the index and middle fingers to press the
meridian points, starting from Baihui, along the Du channel,
past the Shenting into Yintang acupoints (the route is Baihui-
Shenting-Yintang, Fig. 7). Then, press the acupoints around
the eyes, along the route of Yintang-Zanzhu-Yanmei (Yuyao)-
Sizhukong, the eye corner (Tongziliao)-Qiuhou-Chengqi-
Jianming-Jingming. First press from the bow of the left
eyebrow to the bow of the right eyebrow, and then from
below the right eye socket to the left eye socket. Press around
the circle clockwise and counter clockwise seven times,
respectively. (Fig. 8) Finally, press from Baihui-Yintang, along
the separate routes from the left and right eyebrows around
the eyes, past Jingming acupoints downward to the Yingxiang
acupoints on the two sides of the nose to join at the Renzhong
acupoint. The Qi flows from the chest down toDantian. Practise
this way repeatedly.

Closing form:
Raise both hands slowly upward to shoulder level, bend

the elbows, fingers pointing at each other, palms downward.
Press them downward lightly on both sides or put the palms
together and place the right hand on top of the left hand (women
in the opposite direction) pressing against Dantian in the lower
abdomen. Close the eyes for a few seconds to close the form.
(Fig. 9)

Mind concentration and breathing:
Fall into quiescence through the adjustment of mental

activities, breathe naturally, and close the eyes to maintain normal
breathing, smooth the eyebrows and expand the chest. Inhale
while opening the eyes, and exhale while closing the eyes.
Coordinate mind concentration with breathing while practising
this exercise.

Indications:
The exercise is simple and easy to learn. Its effect will be

seen after practising it for one or two months. It helps improve
the function of the eyes, adjust the cerebral nerve, correct and
improve the eyesight of young people, and has a preventive
and curative effect for declining sight, myopia, weak sight,
astigmatism and farsightedness. It also helps to strengthen the
brain, improve fitness, and has a certain effect in relieving
headache, neurosis, insomnia and liver diseases.

Effect:
a. Reaction from the sensation of Qi: You may feel warm or

relaxed around the eyes when practising the exercise or shed
tears at the beginning. Both are normal reactions so do not
mind them.

b. Bad reaction: Just reduce the number of times you practising
the exercise if you have dim sight or shed tears after doing it
for 1-3 weeks. Avoid exerting too much effort. Breathe slowly.
It is a normal phenomenon if you see red, yellow, green,
blue, white or purple spots or rings.

Time and Number of repetitions:
Practise once or twice a day, 15 – 20 minutes each time.

Once for each form and 7-21 repetitions each session
by Zeng Qingnan & Liu Daoqing

Fig 5 Fig 6

Fig 7

Fig 8

Fig 9
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Wing Chun StoryWing Chun Story
Part 12

One day, after Leung Lan Kwai had finished his
morning practice, he went to a restaurant for Yum
Cha (literally meaning “Drink Tea” but which means
to have some Chinese breakfast). In the middle of
breakfast, he heard the sound of heavy footsteps.

He could tell that someone with a very high level of martial
art skill had just come in; Lan Kwai’s senses were more
developed since he had been practising Wing Chun a lot and,
in particular, training his Siu Lim Tao for a long time.

When Lan Kwai stood in the same position a lot his
mind was totally empty and all his senses, such as his vision,
hearing, smell, taste, touch and mind, had become highly
developed. This is the reasonwhy most of the Chinese martial
arts have internal training, which is Qigong and meditation.
At that moment Lan Kwai looked in the direction the sound
had come from. Immediately he recognised one man whom
he had encountered quite recently. It was Wu Sheng Jian and
with him was an older man with a bald head who was wearing
light yellow robes. He was obviously a Buddhist monk. His
face was very skinny, withhigh cheekbones and his eyes showed
very strong spirit. LanKwai knew this old monk was even higher
level than Wu Sheng Jian.

At the same moment, Wu saw him. He spoke quietly
to the old monk and pointed to Lan Kwai’s table. Lan Kwai

knew something was going to happen, so he told his friends
having tea with him to go home, but his friends were very
loyal to him and so they wanted to stay to help. On the other
hand they were also very curious to see what would happen.

Wu Sheng Jian, the old monk and some other people
approached. Now it was too late for Lan Kwai’s friends to
leave. Wu Sheng Jian stood in front of their table and said,
“Leung Lan Kwai, this is my Sifu, Grandmaster Qing Ren. He
has come here to find out about your Kung Fu. This time you
have trouble.” Whilst Wu Sheng Jian was talking, his sifu,
Grandmaster Qing Ren, stopped him as it was embarrassing
him.

The grandmaster then said, “I came from Shun Shen
Shaolin Temple. I would like to know about your Kung Fu.
Would you mind letting me experience it?“ It was so obvious
that the grandmaster wanted to challenge Lan Kwai. Lan Kwai
thought, “Last time I beat Wu Sheng Jian and now he has
brought his sifu here. This really could be trouble. If I refuse
him, they must keep challenging me. If I accept the challenge
I might not be able to handle this grandmaster. I wish my Sifu
and Sigong were here. They would be able to help handle this
tough master.“ But Lan Kwai was a proud person and there
was nothing that could make him surrender easily. Sono matter
what, he would not run away from the challenge.

Having defeated Master Wu Sheng Jian, Leung Lan Kwai’s name spread
around the town. However there is a saying “Big trees catch more wind” and
so Lan Kwai’s victory was only the start of the storm.
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Lan Kwai replied to the grandmaster, “Can’t you see I
am having tea with my friends? Please do not interrupt us.”
The grandmaster said, “Don’t worry…I can wait until you have
finished your tea.“

Actually, Grandmaster Qing Renwas crazy about martial
arts. He had trained very hard in Shaolin Temple. He had
studied many styles including Hard Qigong and weapons. He
knew all of them. In the temple all the monks respected him,
even the Abbot respected him. His hand could break twenty
bricks in one go, his fingers were so strong they could make
holes in a brick. Once, a Chinese buffalo ran into him and he

grabbed it by the horns and pulled it down. He could play
a 100 kg Da Dao (big sword and long weapon) very
easily and that was his favourite weapon. Needless
to say he was very strong.

Lan Kwai looked at the grandmaster and all
the people around and, with a very annoyed
expression, said, “Now I have lost my appetite. All
right, whatever you want! If you want to fight we

cannot do it here. Let’s gooutside, otherwise we might
damage all the plates and cups and I don’t want to scare

all my friends who are having tea.” Grandmaster Qing
Ren did not understand what Lan Kwai said, he just knew
Lan Kwai had accepted the challenge and that was the
most important thing for him. Now he was happy.

Lan Kwai
wanted to pay for
breakfast but his

friends told him not to
worry about it, they

would sort it out. They all
walked out of the

restaurant where there was
a space right in front.

More and more
people fol lowed them.
Curiosity is part of human
nature, some people knew
Lan Kwai, some people
found the sight of a Buddhist
monk interesting. Leung
Lan Kwai was popular in the
town since he had defeated
Wu Sheng Jian. Seeing
them together nowand with
a Buddhist Monk meant that
more or less there would be
a fight. The whole restaurant almost emptied, even the boss
and the waiters were not worried about losing business because
something like this they did not see every day.

Everyone gathered around in a circle with the Buddhist
Monk and Lan Kwai inside the circle. The monk pulled up his
robe and Lan Kwai also pulled up his Cheung Sam (long
clothes) in order that they could both move comfortably. Lan
Kwai also wound his queue (pig tail) around his neck so that
he could move his head easily. In the Qing Dynasty, all men
had a queue. It was alright as long as you did not move the
body too much, but once you had to work or move the body a
lot you would wind the queue around the neck to keep it out
of the way.

Both looked serious. The atmosphere was tense and
quiet and all you could hear was their breathing. Grandmaster
Qing Ren was much taller then Lan Kwai and also bigger and

stronger. This was all because of his Kung Fu training. Lan
Kwai was a head shorter and everybody was worried about
him. They all were wondering how could he handle the strong
master? Even Lan Kwai’s friends also wondered how he could
handle this big monk who had come from the famous martial
arts place, Shaolin Temple. This was no joke. Though they had
seen Lan Kwai beat Wu Sheng Jian, this time was very different.
This monk was Wu’s teacher who had to be much better then
Wu.

Certainly Lan Kwai had the same thoughts, that this
time was not the same as last time. He needed to pay more
attention than last time. Whilst he was still thinking, the monk
was already attacking, very quickly throwing five or six punches,
rushing forwards towards Lan Kwai. It was so fast that Lan
Kwai did not see the attack. Not only was it fast, it was also
very strong. Lan Kwai responded very quickly blocking all the
punches with Wu Sau using both hands. However, the punches
were so strong, Lan Kwai could not handle them and he was
almost falling over.

Everytime that Lan Kwai hit the monk’s arm with his
Wu Sau, it almost pushed him backward, so powerful were
the monk’s punches. Fortunately, Lan Kwai’s footwork was
good. He managed to balance himself but the attack did not
finish. Once the monk had done his punches, his flying kick
followed. This time Lan Kwai could not hold onto himself and

he fell to the floor!
A ll the people
around watching
gasped together.
Every one of them
thought the same
thing, “Howcould a
small man handle
such a big man?”
They expected Lan
Kwai to lose and,
of course, people
felt sorry for him.

Lan Kwai’s
friends rushed to
help him up, but
before they could
reach him, Lan

Kwai had already gotten up. The monk put
his palms together in a Buddhism gesture and
said, “Amitofo“ (this is something all Buddhist
monks say whenever something, no matter

whether good or bad, happens. It is Buddhist religious
chanting.) In this case the monk thought the competition was
over and that he had already beaten up Lan Kwai.

The monk was very surprised when Lan Kwai got up so
quickly. But Lan Kwai knew from Wing Chun Kung Fu training,
that if we are on the floor we must get back up as quickly as
possible. He remembered his Sigong, Yim Wing Chun, had
said to him, “Wing Chun Kung Fu’s skill is on the foot not on
the floor.”

Sometimes we need to lose before we win. Now Lan
Kwai knew he could not use any strength against the monk
and he needed to be more sensitive and so he sunk his stance
a little bit lower. When we are in a lower position, the upper
body will be lighter and more sensitive. This is the principle of
Yin and Yang. By putting more weight on the legs, the hands
will be lighter.

“Lan Kwai could
hold on himself and
he fell to the floor!
All the people around
watching gasped
together.”
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Lan Kwai held one Wu Sau forward and his other hand
behind it and stood with one leg forward. His face showed
more spirit and his eyes were stronger. He then said to the
monk, ”Come and try again.” Seeing this, the monk paid more
respect to Lan Kwai. He was pleased to find someone who did
not give up very easily. Also, he wanted to find out what else
Lan Kwai could do.

This time the monk immediately kicked at Lan Kwai.
Lan Kwai moved to the side but the second kick was already
coming. The kicks were very strong and if he were just to touch
them a little, Lan Kwai would be on the floor again. Most people
were worried about Lan Kwai and they did not want to see him
get hurt. Lan Kwai, this time, did not think any thoughts. He
just treated it the same way as when he had practised Chi Sau
with his Sifu in the past. He remembered what his Sifu had
said, “In Chi Sau we cannot think. It must all come naturally.
Use your opponent’s energy and do not think about attacking.
That is high level.“

The monk had already kicked twice but they did not
succeed and hit only the air. This only created more fire in him
because the first time he had won so easily. How come this
time he even could not touch Lan Kwai. So the third kick was
even stronger. The monk jumped up with a round circle kick.
Just a little hit on LanKwai’s head would knock him unconscious.

However, the third kick also did not
touch Lan Kwai and, as the monk’s leg
landed on the ground, Lan Kwai used his right leg to quickly
kick the monk’s standing leg. It was also very fast and the
monk lost his balance and crashed to the ground, feeling
pain in his knee. He could not believe he had fallen and
thought it must have been un-even ground that made
him lose his balance and Lan Kwai was just lucky.

Qing Ren was a great master. He flipped
his waist and was immediately back on his feet
again. As he was just righting himself on the
ground Lan Kwai was already in front of his
face. The monk did not expect that he could
do this so quickly! Actually, Wing Chun Kung
Fu is based on footwork because Wing Chun
Kung Fu was created by a woman who could not
compete with the strength of a man. So footwork is used
to avoid all the problems and make the attacks more efficient.

As he had to get up it took a little bit of time for the
monk to prepare himself, but Lan Kwai was already there and
his punches were already hitting the monk’s chest - one after
another. It was so quick and the monk stepped back to balance

himself but Lan Kwai would not give him a chance. After hitting
his chest, he thought that he would have been able to make
the monk lose his balance but he could feel his punches had
not hurt him at all.

The monk’s Hard Qigong was very good. But Lan Kwai
suddenly turned his right hand around the back of the monks
neck and sharply pulled his head down. This was much easier
for Lan Kwai to do because the monk was taller than him. The
monk could not prevent his whole body from being jerked
forward and his head
be ing snapped
forwards and down.
All he could see
was Lan Kwai’s
left fist shooting
towards his
face. The combined
force of the pull

and the fist would caused so much damage that the monk
was totally lost and did not know what to do. All he could do
was take the impact. Suddenly, though, Lan Kwai’s fist stopped
right at the tip of his nose.
to be continued... by Michael Tse

His face showed more
spirit and his eyes were
stronger. He then said to

monk, “Come and try
again.”
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Although I say it was a present the
full value of this gift did not become
apparent at the start, but it came

as the classes progressed. So, what’s so
good about a Chun Yuen class and why
is it such a gift? Well, for me, a Chun
Yuen class means that now I can get to
grips with the skill and really focus more
on what it’s about, since previously it was
something that could only be learnt at
seminars, and although I never missed
an opportunity to attend a session to
study, sometimes I found it hard to
maintain a level of correctness
afterwards. But now, with weekly
classes to attend, the skill has
come alive and I can follow a
direct ion of progress and
development and that’s why I
consider it such a gift.

Then, even before I had
an opportunity to start with my
first gift, I was unwrapping my
second present which was the trip
to Hong Kong and China this
past February (see Issue 87 ‘Not
For All The Tea In China’) and
it was a fantastic trip and not
to be missed. Unfortunately
whilst we were there, China
was experiencing the worst
winter in fifty years with
minus temperatures and
huge snowfalls which left
the country very cold and
damp. This was not the
weather we were
expecting so it was
not surprising when a
few of us managed
to pick up some
sniff le s and
coughs. This
wasn’t helped
any when on
returning to this
country it seemed
that nearly everybody you came across
had the dreaded ‘lurgy’, which was
impossible not to pick up. With this
added to what I already had, I was left
fighting a viral onslaught.

Usually, when Ipick up an infection
like this I generally manage to cope from

the build up of Qi I have developed and
collected through my Qigong training.
With regular practice, making my health
strong and defensive against infection, l
still have enough energy to carry on with
the things I normally do whilst at the

same time sorting out the
at tack. However, this
attack seemed to be a viral
army with a strategy, for
just as I seemed to almost

shake off one
attack, i t
c h a n g e d
tact ic s and
moved flank
and carr ied

out a new onslaught
elsewhere.

As I shifted it from my
lungs, it would hit my nasal

passages and when I had almost
cleared it from there, it moved to my
throat. This went on for several weeks
and it was starting to grind me down as
I started to use a lot of my Qi to fight it
off. Slowly, with the nature of the
infection being cold and damp, it started
to linger in my body, working its way into
the joints and bones and making itself

comfortable in my lungs and chest. So,
now I needed something to kick it out
once and for all. Qigong makes me
healthy and gives me the strength to live
a clear and relaxed life free from stress
and worry, but sometimes it takes
something else to help to shift unwanted
guests f rom making themselves
welcome.

Chun Yuen, with its more dynamic
nature, stretching, straight-line postures,
sinking and jumping, turning and
stepping, flexibility, strength, power and
fitness, creates a high level of Qi flow
from within the bones, which moves
outwards through to the external body.
This creates healthy Qi movement and
heat, which purges the damp or what-

ever needs
purging as it
goes. This
was just what
Ineeded and,
for me, that
was another
reason why
the int ro-
duction of a
Chun Yuen
class was such
a fantastic
gift. It gives
me the
chance to
sharpen a
tool in my box
that I use

every day to live a healthy
and fit life.

When I say Chun
Yuen has a dynamic nature,

don’t be led into thinking that it is
beyond you because when I began I could
not jump, stand on one leg, sink down
and rise with ease or hardly even touch
my toes, so I just had to do it at my own
relative pace. So, why not give it a try
and see if you could jump higher than
you imagine or stretcha little bit further?
So do what you can, but listen to your
own body as you go. Bit by bit you may
find yourself improving without even
knowing it

by Martin Gale

Upon returning back to Manchester after Christmas I thought that
the surprises of the festive season were all done and dusted but, in fact,
there was one more surprise present which came in the form of a new
Chun Yuen class..

Dynamic NeedDynamic Need

I needed
something to

kick it out
once and for

all.
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I can still remember the recipe:- two bags of dark
chocolate chips, one bag of but te rscotch chips
(both melted over a pan of hot water), a handful of chopped

walnuts and one can of sweetened condensed milk all stirred
together with the melted morsels. All that was left to do was
to pour it into a buttered tin and refrigerate until solid…magic!
Of course, I could not resist the temptation to keep ‘testing’ its
solidity and so it looked as though a very small mouse had
been at it by the time it was ready for eating.

Well, I can truly say that it was a very nice plate of
fudge and its rich and creamy taste was pretty irresistible and
so the “mouse” kept nibbling and nibbling and nibbling. Two
days and over half a plate of fudge consumed by yours truly
later, I found that it began to lose some of its allure. My taste-
buds began to be a bit deadened by what was now no longer
a rich and creamy taste but something sickly sweet instead.
My stomach felt rocky and there was a lingering taste of
sourness on my tongue. By the third day, the love affair had
waned and all but died and I could no longer face the thought
of another bite of
my chocolate
delight.

Actually, this
is a pattern most of
us repeat with one
thing or another all
our lives. Often we
will see students
who come to class
who are so excited
that they are already
planning what forms
they will learn and when they will start teaching or healing.
Usually, when we run at something so gung-ho, we are bound
to run out of steam quickly. Instead, it is often those quiet
students, the ones you are not even sure about whether or
not they like the class, who tend to stay. Later they begin to
‘warm up’ and take more involvement but it is not necessarily
their intention. They came to class because they were hungry
but they are content to digest what they are given to eat and
not intent on planning future mealtimes.

Today, no one can deny that there are many kinds of
“sweets” on offer, whether it be tempting fashions, tasty foods
from all over the world, myriads of books, magazines and, of
course, all that the World Wide Web offers. And without a
balanced mind and heart, it is easy to be lured intoall manner
of things.

I remember my Sifu asking students once, “How many
of you have ever gone into a supermarket and come out with
only the items you went in for?” No one raised their hand,

just chuckled, and I am sure that we were all thinking about
the full basket we had carried to the cashier when we had just
gone in for milk.

Knowing our direction in life
is very important. When we know
our direction, we can then focus our
energies instead of trying this or that
and never progressing to be a
master at anything. For myself, I
grew up having an interest in
writing and reading. Iwas adequate
at the writing and read above my
age level. My mother was a teacher

and as I grew up, I began to embrace the idea of being a
secondary teacher of English. However, I began to have some
doubts when I started dating a ‘rich boy’ in my last year of
high school before graduation. His father ran his own business
and I remember him sitting me down one evening and asking
me what I wanted to do. I told him that I wanted to be a
teacher and he said, “What! Don’t do that! You will always
have to do what other people tell you but if you are your own
boss, you can do what you like.”

Whilst this should not be enough to shake one’s
foundation, the rocks where already starting to crack because
his son’s attitude and morality had already begun to affect
me. From the steady, scholarly girl I had always been, I was
starting to question my religion, my parents and worst of all,
myself. I was getting lost in a world which was new and
unpredictable and I found myself staying away from my
childhood friends and, worse, I began to lose the deep
connection with my mother which had always been an anchor
in my life. It was like floating in a sea without a rudder.

Looking back, I can see I was addicted to the glamour
his family seemed to have. I was a small town country girl

Addicted to….

When I was about 14 years old and was entering into the spirit of making
sweets and cookies for upcoming Christmas festivities. I was particularly keen on a
recipe for chocolate fudge that my grandmother had passed on to me. She had made
it for me a few times when I stayed with her but with other grandchildren and
relations enjoying it as well, I never was able to enjoy as much of it as I would have
liked. So I was looking forward to having most of this one to myself as neither my
mum nor my dad fancied it nearly as much as myself.

Addicted to….

“Addiction can be
difficult if we have
really swallowed
the hook.”

“Addiction can be
difficult if we have
really swallowed
the hook.”
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suddenly cruising around in a Porsche, dining in lakeside
restaurants and drinking cocktails on the family boat. I was
getting to be someone I wasn’t. It is only now, in looking
back with 20-20 hindsight, that I can see the dark underbelly
of their glossy world. His father suffered a brain tumour, his
mother was actually dreadfully unhappy in her marriage and
had even tried to end her life, both their sons were addicted
to drugs. In fact, many years later Iheard the younger brother
took his own life. It was a dark time in my life and I was lucky
that I went away to school and, yes, study to be a teacher.
When I was away at college, I met more positive people and
was able to break off my relationship with my boyfriend. I
was also lucky that I had a professor who made me promise
to go to England for a summer to ‘broaden my outlook’. But
I consider myself most lucky of all for having found my Qigong
Sifu seven years after my arrival in England as it has slowly
brought back my 20-20 vision.

All of us have emotions, feelings, desires, dreams and
needs. If we are not careful, we can let these passions rule
our heart and head and we can lose our way. When we lose
our way for too long, shadows become light, light becomes
shadow and true friends can become enemies because we
no longer know how to judge things clearly nor want to face
ourselves. Maybe inside we always promise ourselves just a
few more bites…but how long till the spleen is damaged or
the taste-buds overwhelmed and all sense of taste is gone?

We need to also think about the cause and effects of
our addiction, particularly the effects our actions have on
those around us. Maybe it is only something simple like being
addicted to gum (which can affect our teeth and jaw
alignment) or maybe it is something much more difficult,
like cigarettes (which can harm not only ourselves but others),
maybe it is even a person. No matter what it is, any addiction
can be difficult to give up if we have really swallowed the
hook.

Sometimes, to break an addiction, it takes something
much larger than ourselves to make that wake-up call. It can
be a near-death experience, the fear of reprisal - like losing
a job, or the recognition of the pain it is causing someone
else or it can just be plain enlightenment from letting go and
taking off the blinkers. Even if we are not motivated to break
the addiction for ourselves, if we can put others’ welfare
above our own witha compassionate heart, oftenan addiction
will begin to lose its edge because we can begin to see we
are hurting or harming others.

Another thing which can help is Qigong. Qigong has
helped me to change not only my health - but my heart.
Whilst there are many admirable programmes out there to
help persons who are addicted, the addict often finds
themselves still returning to their same patterns because their
health has not changed. Without a healthy body the mind
will not be balanced and it will have the same cravings. The
craving needs to be replaced by something. Working to create
good health will also create a healthier mind and give a
channel for energies to be used. It is like the martial art
hero, Huo Yin Xia, told the Chinese people whose minds
and bodies had been weakened by foreign invasions and
addiction to opium, “Without a strong body, we will always
be the sick men in China.”

Here are a few Qigong exercises to help open the
internal organs to release stagnant Qi and build up confidence
and health.

For the lungs:- Opening the Fan

1. Stand with feet shoulder width apart.
2. Raise arms to middle chest with elbows bent and then open

to side of the body, leading with the elbows. Do this twice.
3. After second time, from end of last movement, turn palms

up and stretch arms first forward and then straight out to
the side, whilst looking up. Repeat twice. You can repeat
these two movements several times but do not force too
hard.
This movement is to open the chest and let the stale Qi release

from the lungs and to gather fresh Qi so it is important to open
the chest fully so Qihu points are opened. The next to remember
is to look up as you open the arms to the side of the body. The
head should not be dropped at any time as this will block the Qi
rising up the Du Channel on the back. We should also remember
to keep the body steady and not rock forward or backward as
we are doing the movement.

For Kidneys & Brain:-
Wild Goose Tests the Water
1. Stand on the right leg and lift the left leg

and extend slightly the foot so that it is
slightly forward. Make sure that all
your weight is on the standing
leg which is slightly bent now.
Hold the arms away from the
body in a relaxed posture and no
tension. The palms should face the
ground.

2. When you are tired, switch to the
other leg and repeat for 2-3 minutes,
slowly building up the time.
This movement was created by

Master Michael Tse and is good for
building bone Qi and making the
kidneys strong. It will help to focus
wandering thoughts and release negative
energy from the bones. It also helps to make our balance stronger
and so is good for brain coordination. When you are doing it,
make sure to sink down slightly on the standing leg and keep
the back straight, with all the weight on the thigh, not the lower
back or shoulders

by Sihnkei
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What does “helping others to do good” mean? If we tossed
aside a piece of raw jade, it would remain a worthless
stone. But if we carved and polished it, it would be transformed

into a valuable object. So, when we see people who we feel have
the potential to practice goodness or to work towards a proper
goal, we can guide, support, praise, and encourage them, thus
helping them to succeed. If others wrongly accuse them, we can try
to clear their name and share their burden of slander. Only when
we have helped them back on their feet to become a functioning
part of society, will we have fulfilled our responsibility in helping
others to do good.

Most people dislike those who are different from them.
(For example, those who are bad feel uncomfortable around
those who are good.) As there are always more bad people
around than good people, those who are good often have difficulty
standing on their own. Good people have abilities and virtues
that enable them to become famous. They usually pay little attention
to their appearance. They can easily be wrongly accused, so striving to do
good turns out to be a challenge. When this happens, it is entirely up to
virtuous people and elders to protect and help those who are decent to stand
on their own. They can do this by providing what the people need to practice
goodness. The merits of the virtuous people and elders who do this will be
great.

What does “persuading others to practice kindness” mean?As humans,
we all want to be good, and to have a conscience, but chasing after wealth
and fame has kept us so busy that we have stopped listening toour consciences.
This is the result of having to survive in a world filled with hardships.

When a friend is about to ignore his or her conscience to do something
unworthy, we can remind and warn this friend, hoping to wake him or her
from delusion. It is like waking up someone when they are having a nightmare.
It is up to us to shake them into reality. When a person is undergoing a long
spell of depression, we can pull this person out of it and help to clear his or her
mind. We are most virtuous if we can treat our friends with such kindness.

The scholar Hanyu once said: “By word of mouth, one can only persuade
and influence others for a while. If one can persuade and influence others
through written works, one’s words can be passed on for hundreds of
generations around the world.” Depending on what is appropriate in the
circumstances, we can use either speaking or writing.

Toencourage virtue, we can persuade others through speech or writing.
Compared with teaching others through behaviour these are more direct and
clear. Sometimes, we do not have time to teach others through behaviour.
Then verbal or written education will be more effective. However, if we can
apply it like the right medicine for an illness, often it will prove tohave wonderful
effects. Therefore, we cannot give up. If we make the mistake of “losing a
person” (it was proper for us to guide this person but we did not) or “wasting
our words” (it was improper for us to persuade this person and we tried to) we
need to think and find the wisdom not to repeat the mistake.

What does “helping those in desperate need” mean? People often
suffer from serious difficulties. If we meet someone like this, then we

immediately help that person as if we were
the one who was suffering. If a person has been
wrongly accused or convicted, then we should
plead on their behalf as well as help in any
way we can. The scholar Cui Zi once said: “It
does not matter whether a favour is big or
small. What is important is that it is done at a
time when others need it most.” These are
words of loving kindness.

What does “developing public projects
for the benefit of others” mean? Small
construction works are needed for villages and
big construction jobs are needed for cities. As
long as they help people, they should be built.
Public projects can be the construction of
systems to irrigate farmlands, dams to prevent
flooding, or bridges to facilitate travel. Also,
we can give food or water to those who are
hungry or thirsty. Whenever we have the
opportunity, we need to inspire others to do
their share as well to help accomplish the
project, either through the sharing of wealth
or of labour. Do not be afraid of what others
might say or become discouraged when the
job becomes difficult. Do not allow the jealousy
and hatred of others to weaken our resolve to
do what is virtuous.

to be continued...

Liao Fan’s Four Lessons
- The Third Lesson:

Recognising
Goodness

Liao Fan’s Four Lessons
- The Third Lesson:

Recognising
Goodness
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Doing Your BitDoing Your Bit
When it has been lashing down with

rain for days on end, the lawn
has turned into a quagmire and

high winds are buffeting our homes, it is
impossible to get outside to practise.

Fresh air is an important
component of what we do, so practising
outside is best. If you live beside a busy
road or near a factory, you do not want
to breathe in all those fumes, so even if
you have a garden it would be better to
go to the park. If it is cold, there is no
reason why we cannot dress up in gloves
and a hat, but it would be better to start
with some Chun Yuen warm-ups and stick
to the more active forms so that you
do not get too chilled. In winter, the
mornings are dark but I really enjoy
going out into my garden before
sunrise and watching the light slowly
come up as I train. The air is much
fresher at that time too since the traffic
has not built up yet and the factories have
not yet got going. Even a little rain is

not a problem if you have a waterproof
coat.

Those who have not been training
very long, or who are not very well, may
not be strong enough to withstand the
cold outside, even ona fine winter’s day.
There are times when we all have to stay
indoors and practise with a window open.
Of course, there is a limit to what we
can do in a small space but we can still
do some Balancing Gong, Healthy Living
Gong, Chen Silk Reeling or Wing Chun
forms.

One of my students asked me
recently what we can do if we cannot
get outside for a week or more. Many
days in the last year have been so wet
and windy that you cannot even open a
window without drenching the curtains,
wallpaper and carpet or risking the
window being wrenched off its hinges by
the wind. On days like that I forget about

practising for health because the air
inside the house is not good enough. I
practise technique instead. I might get
a long mirror off the wall and check my
Chen postures or go through my forms
slowly and really think about each move
and how I can make them better. Doing
this, it does not matter if you have to
keep stepping back when you run out
of space . I even prac tise Chen
Broadsword but use the bread knife
instead. You may laugh, but like a
broadsword, the blade has two distinct
sides so you know which way up it is.
OK. This is making the best of a bad
situation but it is a lot
better than doing

nothing at all.
As for

global warm-
ing, just what

can each
of us do to
help?

There
are two
things that
all of us can
do with very
l it tle in-
convenience
to ourselves.
If every
r e a d e r bought a
calico shopp- ing bag and
kept it in the car, then we
would not need to use
plast ic bags each time we
visi ted the supermarket.
This alone would save
energy and materials in
their man- ufacture and
space in a landfill site for

their disposal. Between us,
worldwide, this would make
a significant impact. A calico
bag is biodegradable and will
last for many years.

There are many
people who sit around in their homes,
wearing a short sleeved T-shirt with the
heating turned right up. This may
become a luxury we can no longer afford
if fuel prices keep rising the way they
have been. But turning down the
thermostat a couple of degrees and
wearing a little more clothing will do you
no harm unless you have very young,
elderly or sick people in the house. After

all, those of us of a
certainage remember
when central heating
was a luxury, not the

norm. Back in the 1960s
we sat around a coal fire,

which gave out very little
heat, witha hot water bottle

and a blanket over our knees.
The bedrooms had no heating

at all and there was often ice on
the inside of the window in the

morning. There were no duvets
either (when we did eventually get

them they were called continental quilts).
We do not have to go to those extremes,
but if we pamper ourselves too much,
we are in danger of becoming like
hothouse plants – only a small variation
in our environment and we keel over.

If you cannot be bothered to do
your bit, think of this. Every time homes
are flooded, we use up more energy
and use more of the Earth’s finite
resources in repairing them. Plaster
from the walls, timber, furniture,
electrical goods all have to go to
landfill, and replacements made.

Cars have to be scrapped and
replaced and the fuel in their
tanks pollute the environment
as they sit flood bound. Each

time this happens we use more energy
put ting things right, which just
compounds the problem. We, of all
people, who care for our health, need
to care for our environment too, since
one is very much dependent on the
other

by Kate Britton

Global warming has far-reaching effects. One of them is of very little
consequence in world terms but is very important to those of us who read this
magazine.

“What we can
do if we cannot get

outside for a week?”

“What we can
do if we cannot get

outside for a week?”
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If anybody wants to have a high standard of Buddhism they
must concentrate on regular training. There are over 80,000 methods.

Some are common ways of training, like reading sutras , worshipping
sutras , chanting spells , Chan (Zen) meditation , obeying the rules
, chanting Buddha’s name , worshipping Buddha , etc. No matter which

method we choose to follow, the time we put in will be of benefit.
kept her at home and she only ever went out as far as the
garden. This went on for about a year.

One day someone introduced Touching Head Monk to
Duan Fang, so he thought it might be good to try his treatment.
When Touching Head Monk came to his home he asked where
the patient was. The father, Duan Fang, told the master his
daughter was in her room. The master said he needed to set
up an altar to carry out a ceremony and whilst the master was
chanting the Da Bei Spell the daughter was in her room not
wearing any clothes. She looked out and saw there was a
monk in the garden and a ceremony going on. She was curious
and so climbed out of the window, ran over and caught hold
of the monk. While she was holding onto the monk, he
suddenly smacked her on the head! Then the girl started to
cough up phlegm and suddenly realised she had no clothes
on. She was very embarrassed and so she ran back to her
room. From then on her mind was clear and she fully recovered.

Touching Head Buddhist Monk healed people without
any prescriptions, he just touched or stroked them on the head
and whatever their illnesses, they would be cured. This was
why people called him “Touching Head Buddhist Monk”. Of
course, he did not just need to touch the patience’s head,
wherever he touched them they would recover.

Golden Mountain Living Buddha also had ways to train
and follow. I noticed when I was staying with him
that he followed Chanting Amitofo (the
Western Pure Land Buddha’s name) and then he
trained Chan Meditation. At the end he combined

both together, however, he was also quite good on Da Bei
Spells (Great Sadness Spell) from Tibetan Buddhism

. Living Buddha was very famous for healing and he
used spells that worked very well.

I remember in the Qing Dynasty , there was a
Buddhist temple, Hong Shan Bao Tong Buddhist Temple

at Wu Chang , Hubei Province . At
that temple there was a famous monk whom people called
“Touching Head Monk ”. No matter what kind of
disease, whether it was small or serious, as long as he touched
their head, all the diseases would be healed.

There was a gentlemen named Duan Fang . His
second daughter had a mental illness. Sometimes she cried,
sometimes she smiled, also sometimes she did not wear any
clothes. So the whole family found it difficult to deal with her
as they did not know what to do. Many doctors saw her but
could not do anything to help her. So in the end the family just
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Many people wondered how he could have
that healing power. Some people noticed that
every day the master would go to the tower inside
the temple where he would stay, walking around
the tower, chanting Da Bei Spells. Sometimes he
would touch one of the bricks of the tower whilst
still chanting. He did this day after day, month
after month and year after year. After many years
his touching healing skill naturally developed.
Actually Living Buddha’s healing skill was similar
to Touching Head Buddhist Monk’s skill.

Regarding howLiving Buddha himself trained
his Buddhism, he trained himself all the time whether
he was walking, standing, sitting or lying down. He
always chanted Namo Amitofo in any

situation. Of course sometimes he would be tired or
go to sleep, but actually Living Buddha did not sleep,

he just meditated and he always did full lotus
mediation where he crossed both legs over each other
and sat with his back straight. Other than that he always

chanted Namo Amitofo.
When he chanted by himself he did it very

differently to other Buddhist followers. The words he would
chant were “Who is chanting Namo Amitofo

”. Also the way he chanted was different as
he made up his own melody, one that you will never hear in
any Buddhism Temple. He chanted very slowly like a song “
Who….. is ….. chanting…..”
“Na……Mo……A……Mi…..To……Fo…..”.
That was the way he
chanted and focused on
Amitofo Buddha. However,
if he chanted with other
people he would just chant
“Namo Amitofo”without the
“Who is chanting” part. But
the melody is still very nice
and together with his loud
voice it made a very nice and
powerful sounding song.

I stayed with Living
Buddha for two months and
I learnt from him and when
there was nobody around I
would chant the way he
chanted. It was very nice and makes me miss him a lot especially
because I am always with other Buddhists and so I will follow
the way we usually chant in order not to annoy anyone else.

Living Buddha did not follow other Buddhist masters in
the way they talk about the sutras and explain Buddhism to
enlighten people and so some Buddhist masters found him
strange. From his chanting which was very different and his
home work (most Buddhists have daily home work for studying
Buddhism), it was very hard for other Buddhist masters to
accept.

In Chan Buddhist mediation there is a phrase “Who is
chanting Buddha”. Buddhists who are studying Chanting
Amitofo, which is chanting Buddha’s name
and is also called Pure Land Buddhism, do not need to
also study Chan Buddhism.

In contrast if Buddhists are studying Chan Buddhism,
they also need to study Chanting Amitofo. There is a saying

that, “With these two ways together, ten thousand people who
study, ten thousand people can go to Pure Land

. Therefore when Living Buddha
chanted like that he was already combining both ways. His
behaviour was strong enough to educate people. This education
is called teaching without telling, which is high level and is a
very deep and profound way to teach.

There was a Buddhist monk named Forever Bright
Longevity and he wrote a book which is called
“Original Mirror Record ” . There are 100 chapters, all
about Chan and Pure Land Buddhism. If we summarise this
book, it is bit like what Living Buddha chanted “Who is chanting
Amitofo”.

All Living Buddha’s behaviour and thinking
was proper and correct. All his education was
about “Do not do any bad deeds, do all good
deeds, no killing but save lives (including
animals), be vegetarian and chant Amitofo.”

and the most important is chanting
Amitofo. Apart from that he did not teach
you anything else. So he was very proper
Buddhist monk.

Every time when Living Buddha
chanted Amitofo, he would put his hands
together and worship very sincerely, not
like some people who look around while

they are chanting. Most Buddhists
will use Buddhist beans to count, there are
108 beans in one rosary. This is the traditional set of chanting
numbers. But Living Buddha did not need any rosary of beans
and would chant Namo Amitofo exactly 108 times. It was
amazing, but he may have secretly counted using his fingers.

Another thing Living Buddha did not like was hearing
people gossip. This was something bad and he would tell
everybody to start chanting Namo Amitofo. This was because
when people started to chant, then they could not say bad
things about others. According to Buddhism, gossip is a mouth
sin. Buddhists must control their words and not gossip and say
bad things about others. Usually Living Buddha would not wait
for anyone else to join in, he would just start and raise up his
voice to chant Namo Amitofo.

To be continued… by Master Le Guan

“Living Buddha did not
follow other Buddhist
masters in the way they
talked about the sutras
and explain Buddhism.”
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The Life of General Qi Jiguang (1528-1587) was
pivotal for the history of China and the development of
martial arts. His life affected two other generals who, in
specific ways, contributed to the development, evolution and
preservation of Chinese martial arts. They were generals Yu Dayou
(1503-1579) and Chen Wang Ting (1600-1680). And his military
writings influenced a generation of martial study of the Tong Bei
concept. As of yet, no previous study has explored this link fully and
considered its important implications.

In the historical narratives, General Qi is mentioned in two distinct, but separate,
contexts. One is the development of the Great Wall defence around the Shan-hai-
kuan area, north west of Beijing, the other is in relation to his martial arts manual
entitled ‘New Book on Effective Military Techniques’ (Qi Xiao Xin Shu), which is often
quoted as being the foundation of many martial systems. Within the manual, there

is a section called the ‘Classic of Closed-Hand Fighting’ (Quan Jing). Qi wrote a number
of books and was renowned for his martial prowess and scholarly endeavour. It can be
inferred from his works that the successful defence of the nation stemmed from the
correct and logical defence of the individual ‘self’.

‘At first glance, combat training without weaponry does not seem to have any direct relation to
fighting on the battlefield. However, the study and practice of unarmed combat prepares for immediate
action in any circumstance, and may, therefore, be considered the essence or foundation of training for
war.’(Qi Xiao Xin Shu)

This manual comprises 32 martial postures, with brief explanations for each.
General Qi said that he had personally studied 16 martial styles and selected two of the
most effective movements from each to be included in a single manual designed for
easy access by individuals and groups. The descendents of General Qi still practice this
style today and it has affected Chinese martial development far and wide. As Qi ended
his professional days in northern China, it is thought that his manual became very well
known throughout Shanxi, Shandong and Henan provinces, influencing the development
of many martial arts – including Tong Bei.

In 1555, Qi was sent south to deal with attacks from Japanese pirates. His
headquarters were inNingbo, the captial of Zhejiang, the province where he recruited
and trained thousands of men. This army would inflict defeat after defeat upon the
enemy and, eventually, free southern China of pirate activity. In 1568, Qi was moved
north of Beijing to help fight the Mongol invasions. Qi had the idea of linking up the
haphazard structures of walled defences, built by previous dynasties, and joining
them together, using bricks and mortar, making one enormous, continuous structure.
It would take time and cost a massive amount of money. The imperial court agreed
with Qi’s plan and allowed him to use his army as labourers. They gave him a 5
year deadline and funded the project. Qi’s men built the wall we see today with
their bare hands. Qi built 1200 towers out of the intended 3000 towers - but
court intrigue prevented funding for the remainder to be built. However, what
was achieved did save China from a major Mongolian attack, and Qi’s tactics

Three Generals
& the Link Between
Tong Bei and Taijiquan

Three Generals
& the Link Between
Tong Bei and Taijiquan
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were proven correct. The wall was never intended as a static
obstacle under Qi’s command. In fact, its use might be defined
as something of a ‘cat-flap’ type device. Within this strategy
were three distinct phases of defence. Only one of those phases
used the wall in a static, blocking capacity:

1) Small skirmish forces would be stationed a mile or so in
front of the wall. Their job was to observe any attack before
it got near the wall, signal the attack to the wall, and then
face the attack with small cannon to slow the attack down.

2) Large garrisons of heavy cavalry were stationed behind the
wall. When the signal to attack was received, they would
muster forward, through the gates of the wall, and out into
the frontal area to directly intercept any attack and link up
with the forward observers.

3) If the enemy still existed as a cogent force after stages one
and two, then the Chinese troops would retreat beyond
the wall and the wall garrison would do its job of fighting
the enemy off, from up high.

When the defences were tested during
General Qi’s period of command the Mongolian

attack was halted at phase two by the heavy
garrisons of cavalry. Phase three was not

required. Af te r Qi ret ired,
however, his tactics fell into disuse
and enemy attacks were allowed
right up to the wall , without
challenge. This allowed the
enemy to gather intelligence
about the structure and work
out weaknesses and effective

attacking strategies. This three-phase strategy has its parallels
in both Taijiquan and Tong Bei Quan theory and methodology.

The building of the unified wall corresponds with the
‘Qi in the Dantian’ of the Taijiquan practitioner, where the
‘body is held upright’, and the Tong Bei concept of ‘Ying’, or
‘hardness’. Phase one of the defence strategy corresponds to
the Taijiquan principle of ‘Using the will (Yi), but not strength
and the Tong Bei concept of ‘Mian’ which means to ‘adhere to
and follow’ an opponent. Phase two correlates with the
Taijiquan principle of ‘move later, arrive earlier’ and the Tong
Bei concept of ‘Leng’ which implies sudden and surprising
speed. Phase three represents the Taiji concept of being ‘rooted
at the feet’ and the Tong Bei concept of ‘Qiao’ or ‘cleverness’,
as by this time in any enemy attack their force would be so
depleted by General Qi’s clever and resourceful use of his
own forces that it would no longer represent a serious threat.

However, General Qi also had indirect influence on the
arts. General Yu Dayou (1503-1580) was a contemporary of
Qi Jiguang and is believed to have been something of a
mentor and inspiration for Qi’s military career. Yu wrote a
famous manual entitled the ‘Sword Classic’ (Jian Jing), but
this is considered incorrectly named, as the manual was actually
about the use of the staff in combat, for which Yu was famous.
General Qi received instruction in the use of the staff from
General Yu, and General Yu, together with General Qi, fought
the Japanese pirate invasion of Southern China. Yu is also
famous for training two Shaolin monks and taking them with
him on campaign to the south in 1560. Yu was of the opinion
that, although the staff techniques of the Shaolin were of a
very good quality, the monks’ unarmed skills were unrealistic
for actual combat. Yu had close connections with the Shaolin
temple of Henan and, in 1571, assisted with the founding of
the Ten Directional Hall – a specific and holy space for monks
to practice and perfect their martial skills. General Qi
incorporated spear techniques of the Shaolin into his corpus of
writing, no doubt influenced by the example and guidance of
General Yu Dayou, and in return the temple received the first
arts from the military. The famous Ch’an Buddhist temple of
Shaolin in Henan province also practices a form of Tong Bei
that is said to be a development of a pre-existing Shaolin

system. The temple itself
is not far from the Chen
family vi llage and it is
known that the mentor of
General Qi Jiguang,
General Yu Dayou, visited
the temple and trained at
least two Shaolin monks in
the military arts of the day,
namely the teachings of
General Qi.

General Chen
Wang Ting (1600-1680),
was born twelve years after
the death of General Qi

Jiguang, in Chenjiagou (Chen Village), Wen County, in the
Henan province of central China. The Chen family ancestor
of this lineage was Chen Bu, who had originally migrated
from his home in Hongdong county, Shanxi province. His
migration began in 1374. He and his extended family finally
settled in Chang Yang Village, where they gathered together
to form a military force and clear the area of bandits. Eventually,
the Chen clan formed the majority of people and the village
was renamed Chenjiagou. The Chens were well known for
their martial prowess before Chen Wang Ting. But Chen Wang
Ting served as a general in the Ming army that made full use
of General Qi Jiguang’s manuals on military training. It is
thought that, whilst in military service, General Chen learnt
the unarmed style devised by General Qi, as many of the
movements found within the manual (twenty-nine) exist within
Chen style Taijiquan. More significantly, however, is the fact
that the originating home county of the Chen clan is Hongdong
which is the place where Tai Chi Hongdong Tong Bei is said to
have developed.

to becontinued... the second part of this fascinatingarticle can be
found onour website, www.tseqigongcentre.com

by Adrian Chan-Wyles Ph.D.
Adrian Chan-Wyles, Ph.D. is a senior instructor for the UK Chan

Dao Martial ArtsAssociation - www.chan.dao.co.uk

“Yu Dayou is also
famous for training

two Shaolin
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DiscoveringDiscovering

In the western martial arts
world, not many people know or
have heard about Bajiquan
and some people might think this is

similar to Taijiquan or
Bagua Zhang . Actually, it is

neither one of those. Bajiquan is very
different from either of these and it is not even
like other martial arts that come from Shaolin Temple

or Wudang Mountain or from Buddhist
or Daoist monks or nuns.

In China there are five major ethnic minorities which are
the Han , Manchurian , Mongolians , Hui
(Muslim) and Tibetan . Bajiquan belongs to the Hui
people whocan generally be seen wearing a close fitting
white hat. Many Chinese people have never heard of

Bajiquan, but those who study martial arts know about it
even though it is still not very common. Today though, Chinese
martial arts are more common and more people are studying,
so a lot of rare and unusual martial arts are being discovered.
Also, the media have helped to spread information as well
as the internet helping to reach more people.

Because there is so much information available
nowadays, not all of it is correct and so we need to have
more knowledge and understanding to be able see what is
right or wrong.

In the past, Chinese people did not want their skill
passed down incorrectly and so people were very conservative
and kept all the knowledge to themselves, only passing it
down within their families. Many would just pass it down to
the elder son or sometimes sons but usually not the daughters.
This was because a daughter would eventually leave the family
to marry and so she would be able to take the skill outside
the family. So for Chinese martial arts and skill, the lineage
of that skill is very important and so today, when we are

going to study something, we always trace back to whom and
where that person learned from.

It is very different from the West which bases everything
on qualifications, such as GCSE’s or university degrees rather
than lineage. However, in the past, whatever a person did would
reflect back upon their family. So when we learn Qigong and
martial arts we want to know who taught the teacher and their
history. Good teachers bring up good students.

Bajiquan is one of the rare Chinese martial arts and in
the 1950’s, not many people had ever heard of it. Actually,
Bajiquan has about a 300 year history which began in the Qing
Dynasty. Like many other martial arts, Bajiquan has many stories.
Its founder was Wu Zhong , who learned from a high level
martial artist, whose name was Lai . Today, the skill is
concentrated in Meng Cun Hui Minority Autonomous County

, Cang Zhou ,which is in Hebei province
, China.
In the past, in Meng Cun (Meng Village), there were

many Hui people who lived in the area. At the time, the martial
skill they knew had one common name which was Cha Quan

. This skill contained Xi Ba Quan (Four holding fists)
and Ba Shi Shi (Eight Style Positions) , and so some people
called this skill Ba Zi Quan or Ba Zi Quan (the
Pinyin is spelled the same but the Chinese is different).
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H o w e v e r ,
both names mean
“hoe”. In the Bajiquan
skill, there are a lot of movements
that squeeze the four fingers together so that the resulting
shape makes the hand look like a hoe. After many years had
passed and the skill had spread todifferent areas, some people
began to call the skill Bajiquan (Eight Forbidden Fist) or
Bajiquan (Eight Techniques Fist) .

Eventually, people felt that all the different names did
not sound so good, particularly Hoe Fist, so later people started
to call it Bajiquan .

So the term Bajiquan is broken down as “Ba” which
means eight and “Ji” which means ending and “Quan” which
means fist. So Bajiquan means Eight Ending Fist.

In this circumstance, eight means that the skill can reach
ineight directions. Ji means the power reaches in all directions.
It also means that an attack can reach all areas either by
punching or kicking. Of course, Bajiquan has many other
attacking skills besides punching and kicking and there are

Grandmaster Wu Lian Zi
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also locking skills. In Bajiquan there is a lot of power to use
and release. This is called Fajing and Beng Quan .

Bajiquanhas also been called Kai Men
Ba Ji . “Ka” means opening and
“Men” means door. Kai Men Ba Ji means
Opening Door Ba Ji and there are four
meanings. The first meaning is that it is a
new style which does not follow others. The
second is the way of teaching students and
communicating with others. The third is that of
the principle of Bajiquan skill which has “Six Opening
and Eight Hitting” and “Six Big Opening”skills. These
are Ding , Bao , Dan , Ti , Kua and Chan

. There are also releasing power skills and once the
power is released all the doors are opened without
resistance. The fourth meaning is opening to
enlightenment, understanding the principle,
from one principle to create many principles
and then from many principle go back to
nature.

Today in Meng Cun, there is a very
high level Bajiquan master whose name is
Wu Lian Zhi . He was born in Meng Cun
in 1947 on the 13th of August. His family is a
Bajiquan family with his grandfather, Wu Hui Qing

, being the 5th generation inheritor of
the Bajiquan skill.

WuHui Qing also had another name
which was Iron Palm . Because he
practised Bajiquan so much, his palm and
his fingers in particular
were bigger and he
generated a lot of
power and
energy. Once he
caused a problem
for the Qing
g o v e r n m e n t
pol ice depart-
ment. Because his
iron palm skill was
so powerful, no
one really dared to
go against him and
so he was lef t
alone. Even the
Empress Ci Xi

and
Emperor Guang
Shui were
aware of that.

Wu Lian Zi’s
father, Wu Xiu Feng , was the 6th generation
inheritor of Bajiquan and is considered to be the
genius of the martial art as he created Sixteen Big
Step , Ten Different Strengths ,
Eight Styles of Hands and more than
ten other additional forms of Bajiquan.

In 1956, Wu XiuFeng participated in the National Wushu
Competition and won the first in seven events and the second
in the combined event. He had over 400 indoor students

, not counting grand students. (An indoor student is

one that has undertaken a ceremony to be accepted as a
close student who will learn the skill more properly and will be

treated as family).
W u

Lian Zi
h i m s e l f
remembers
when he
was l it tle

that his
f a m o u s

grandfather,
Wu Hui Qing,
would si t
him on the
f l o o r ,
spread his
little legs
apart in a
s t r a i g h t
line with

his back
against the
wall so
that he

could not move. Even though he
said it hurt he did not dare to cry

out. As soon as he was able to
walk, he began to study his
family Bajiquan skill.

When he was little he
had to study the Muslim Koran
for two years in the Muslim

Temple as it was their religion.
In his school, he did very well and

his teachers l iked him a lot .
Unfortunately, this made some of

his classmates jealous. One
day after school, one of
these classmates stopped

him and said, “Hey, Wu Lian Zi, I heard that you know some
Kung Fu.”

Wu Lian Zi answered, “No, I don’t know any. I haven’t
learned yet.” He answered like this because it was a family
rule that anyone who learned Bajiquan could not use it for

Grandmaster Wu Lian
Zhi’s father Wu Xiu
Feng

“You see you all are
not even strong
enough to strike with
the spear properly, so
how can I teach you?”

Grandmaster Wu
Lian Zhi’s son Wu
Dai Wei

Grandmaster Wu Lian Zhi’s
Grandfather Wu Hui Qing
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“The village
knew they were

a martial art
family.”

fighting, only for self defence or for helping other people.
They believed that the more the martial skill a person knows,
the more they need to be humble and act normal.

Of course, the boys did not believe him as the whole
village knew that his family was a martial art family and so
they started to attack him. Wu Lian Zi let himself get beaten
up because otherwise the boys would go home to complain to
their parents that he had beaten them up and in the end, he
would only get punished by his father.

Once, when his father was teaching some students at
home, he had his first chance to show his skill. In the past,
teachers would often teach at home or some other place where
they would not be seen. This is because in the old times Chinese
martial arts were very secretive as it might be the only way
their village could defend itself against bandits or villains. If
they could have some secret techniques and skill, this meant
that they would have a much higher chance of winning and
surviving.

On this particular day, his father was teaching the long
spear. It was a special spear, much longer and much heavier
than the normal fighting spears that were commonly used at
the time. His father told his students to pick up the spear and
strike forward with it but only using one hand. All of them
could pick up the spear and hold it with both hands but when
they went to strike forward holding it with just one hand, they
could only go part way and then the tip of the spear would fall
onto the ground. Even most senior students could not manage.
So Wu Lian Zi’s father called to his son and told him to strike
with the spear. So he took the spear and went into a low horse
stance and shot it forward with one hand. His arm extended
all the way forward and yet still the spear was in a straight
line, parallel to the ground.

Not only could Wu Lian Zi attack with the spear while
holding it with just one hand, but when he was shooting the
spear forward, he made the spear make a “Phaak “ sound.
Everyone was very impressed, especially his father, Wu Xiu

Feng. He laughed and said to Lian Zi, “You have your
grandfather’s power.” And then he told all his students, “You
all asked me when you could learn the Big Spear but now you
see you all are not even strong enough to strike with the spear
properly, so how can I teach you?”

From that time onwards, Wu Xiu Feng paid more
attention to his second son Lian Zi and many times he taught
Lian Zi privately on a one-to-one basis.

Even though he was learning Bajiquan now with his
father, he still continued going to school and helping his family.
At secondary school, Lian Zi met a pretty girl in his classes.
She was also a very good student and they both got on well
together. After he finished school, in 1968, he began working
with the military, even though he himself was not a soldier.
His work was half in the office and half outside and he was
paid 30 Ren Men Bi (Chinese dollars) a month salary. At that
time it was quite a good wage. Because he knew martial arts
and had a good knowledge of Chinese history and events, his
boss liked him a lot.

Wu Lian Zi was getting to the marriageable age and at
this time marriage was still arranged either by a matchmaker
or by someone introducing a match to the family. Someone
came to his home to introduce a girl for him and when they
met up together, he realised that she was the one whom he
had met in secondary school. So they were both very happy to
agree to the marriage and the families set the day for their
wedding.

Lian Zi’s fiancée worked in a printing company which
was far away from their home. She would walk there every
day and work very hard. Eventually, she exhausted herself and
before she got married, she suddenly got ill. Whenshe coughed,
blood would come up and it was found that she had contracted
tuberculosis which, at that time, was an incurable disease.

Because of this Wu Lian Zi’s mother was against the
wedding but Lian Zi insisted on marrying his fiancée. After
marriage, things began to become more difficult because of

Students
practising
Bajiquan in
Meng Cun
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the Cultural Revolution . In addition to now working
in a factory himself, he also needed to come home and look
after his wife every day, even though the parents were still
helping out. His wife was pregnant as well and so this meant
even more change. Once he had finished work and looking
after his family, if there was spare time, then he would practise
his Bajiquan but he did not think that it would be something to
develop at the time.

Then in 1976 his father, Wu Xiu Feng, was hit by a car
and died in the traffic accident. It was too much impact for
Lian Zi. He was so upset that he could not pull his energy
together to practise his Bajiquan for three years.

In 1978, Wu Lian Zi and his family moved to a better
house and their living began to get better. Lian Zi started to
regainhis confidence and also to begin to practise his Bajiquan.
China also was changing and had started to open to the world
after Deng XiaoPing took over leadership of the country. All
over the economy started to get better.

During the 1980’s, Chinese culture started to
be respected again and people wanted to study
the traditional arts. Bajiquan was one of
valuable Chinese treasures, particularly for the
Chinese martial art world. However, there
were some martial artists who did not like
Bajiquan because it was too powerful and
could be very harmful during fighting. Some
people think that Chinese martial arts
should be more controlled and gentle
rather than being able to do too much
damage. However, in Bajiquan training
there is a lot of power releasing so
some people think it is too powerful.

There is a saying of, “Study
tenyears of Taijiquan - still cannot
leave home. Study one year of
Bajiquan - can kill somebody else

. ”
There is another saying that says
Taijiquan people can make the
world peaceful and Baijiquan
people can make it balanced. It is,
“Ren (Gentle) has Taijiquan to make
the world peaceful. Wu (Strong) has
Bajiquan to balance Qian and Kun (all
situations) .” So although
some people think Bajiquan is too strong, others really respect
the skill.

In history, there are some famous and talented
Bajiquan masters, like Li Shu Wen , who caused
Chinese paper windows to shake by striking his palm in the
air. When he threw a spear at a fly on the wall he could kill
the fly without leaving any mark on the wall, so people call
him “God of the Spear ”.

Li Shu Wen’s student, Huo Dian Ge , defeated
two Japanese samurais, who were the teachers of the Last
Emperor Pu Yi . As a result, Pu Yi employed him as his
bodyguard and gave him the title “ Kan De, the First Bodyguard

.”
Li Da Zhong , who also had very good spear skill,

was employed by the Qing Dynasty Prime Minister Zhang Zhi
Dong as a martial art trainer and armed escort of the

HanlinAcademy (the highest department for all national
documents).

A few years after Wu Lian Zi’s father passed away, all
the Bajiquan people wanted to choose who would be the next
leader and inheritor of the skill. So they gathered at Meng
Cun, the birthplace of Bajiquan. There were about 600 people
from all over China. Of course , some
p e o p l e thought that
Wu Xiu Feng’s son,
Wu Lian Zi, should be
the next leader, how-
e v e r , some people
h a d never seen him

p r a c t i s e
Baj iquan and

they did not know
how good his

skill was.

So they argued that Wu Xiu
Feng had spent a lot of time in Tian
Jin (another city in China

several hours away from Meng Cun),
so they questioned how Xiu Feng
could have taught Bajiquan to his son,
Wu Lian Zi. There were even people
in Meng Cun who also disagreed
with Wu Lian Zi being the next
leader, partly because he was so
young and some because they
thought their own skill was better.

Actually, not many people
knew that Wu Xiu Feng had often

Taijiquan people
can make the
world peaceful
and Bajiquan
people can make it
balanced.
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ridden his bicycle home to see his
family. When he was home he taught
Wu Lian Zi all that he knew because he
had seen that his son had more potential than
any of his other students.

On the night before the election was to take place, the
members of the Wu family gathered together. The most senior
and older one was Wu Pi Qing and he said to Wu Lian
Zi, “Come here and let me teach you some skill in case
tomorrow you get beaten up and fall on the floor. That will
make our Wu family lose face.”

Without saying another word, Wu Pi Qing straight away
attacked Wu Lian Zi. However, Wu Lian Zi reacted so quickly
that Wu Pi Qing himself almost fell on the floor! Lian Zi’s
defence was so quick that even the more experienced Wu Pi
Qing did not know what skill Lian Zi had used. Although he
had not used all his power to attack Lian Zi, Wu Pi Qing knew
that he had strong energy and so had more confidence in him
now.

The conference to elect Bajiquan’s 7th generation
inheritor was held at one of the government canteens. Some
people supported Wu Lian Zi but not all did and so an argument
broke out. Soon people started fighting each other and cups
and plates were being broken and flying everywhere. Then
Wu Lian Zi shouted so that everyone could hear and said,
“Most people agree with me being the next generation Bajiquan
inheritor but some disagree. Those who disagree and who
want to challenge me to see whether I am good enough can
come to me now.”

There was one young man called Jiang Jiu who
came from Tian Jin. He was very powerful and had been
studying Bajiquan since he was a little boy. He could break
things easily and he could comfortably swing a 120 kg Big
Sword. He was also very good at Qin Na (grabbing and

locking) and he was the first who
wanted to challenge Wu Lian Zi.

All the tables and chairs were moved out. First, Jiang
Jiu straight away attacked Wu Lian Zi. However, Wu Lian Zi
stepped to the side and grabbed Jiang Jiu’s leg and threw him
on the floor. When he did this, Jiang Jiu felt pain explode in
his body and said “Uncle, can you be a little bit more gentle.”
Wu Lian Zi had moved so quickly that many did not even see
how Jiang Jiu had flown onto the floor, but Jiang Jiu knew.

Jiang Jiu had called Wu Lian Zi uncle because those
practising the same style of martial arts are like a family so if
someone is one generation senior they will be called uncle,
even if they are ladies. In the Chinese martial art world,
generally there is nodistinction made between male and female
as all teachers are called Shifu or Sifu ). After this, Wu
Lian Zi asked if there were any more challengers. Although
there were so many people, it had become very quiet. Then
everyone started to congratulate Wu Lian Zi as the next
generation inheritor.

Just this one challenge made everyone see that Wu
Lian Zi was good enough to be the 7th generation inheritor
and leader of Bajiquan. After this, Wu Lian Zi’s name began
to spread and Bajiquan practitioners and other martial artists
began to hear about him. They all said that his Kung Fu showed
a really high level and so everyone was happy. With their
leader chosen, the followers of Bajiquan could be united and
the skill could continue to pass down properly. It was not long
before people from other countries began to seek out Wu Lian
Zi to learn from him.

to be continued…. by Michael Tse
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Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3
Fig 4

Self Defence

Chen Taijiquan StyleChen Taijiquan Style

Countering
the kick

i. B threatens to attack A. Fig 1
ii. B attacks using a front kick. A turns to avoid the kick. Fig 2
iii. Having missed, B must now put his foot down. A uses this opportunity to get close to B. Fig 3
iv. A now uses Peng to sharply push B to the ground. Fig 4

The principle of Taijiquan is to never use force against force. A avoids B’s kick and so at no time faces B’s strength. Once A has
avoided the kick he positions himself cleverly on B’s blind side. When A pushes he uses Fajing to break B’s balance, making him fall.

Front Kick
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Fig 5
Fig 6

Fig 7

Side Kick

i. B attacks A using a side kick. A shifts off the line of attack so the kick just
misses him. Fig 5

ii. Before B can put his foot back on the ground, A moves underneath him
and lifts him slightly to break his balance. Fig 6

iii. A then lifts his arm and twists his waist causing B to spin fall away. Fig 7

Again A does not face B’s strength. However, this time B uses a side kick. Side kicks are generally slower and more obvious then
front kicks and so A reads what is happening more quickly. This allows him to catch B’s leg and throw him. Care must be taken
when practising any of these techniques as is it quite easy to hurt each other if your timing is wrong.

by Shahriar Sepangi
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One thing that I have found on both these courses
and those held in the UK is that there are
always common questions on these courses.

These are: (1) how do we determine what body type
we have in order to prescribe the correct foods and
(2) how do we know whether foods are cooling,
warming, neutral, lubricating, etc.

In fact, the answer to both of these is simple:-
practice. No good skill can be learned overnight, it
must be studied step by step and used. If we do not
try and cook some of the foods to see the results it
has on the body, remembering the points we covered
in the course, then it is more difficult to develop.
However, when we have someone to point out the
properties for the foods and then can both cook and
eat them, then it is much easier than trying to learn
from a book.

Food cures in some respects is
very simple but what makes it difficult
is the sheer amount of variety of
different foods and food styles we
have on offer every day.

If we can think about
foods which grow during a
particular season where we live,
we will already begin to have
an idea of the foods that will
be good for us for
summer, winter, autumn
and spring. Someone
asked if foods that grow
above the ground are
all Yang and foods that
grow below the ground
are all Yin. Personally,
I do not agree
with this as
there are
Y i n

(cooling) foods that grow above the ground, such as bitter melon,
watermelon, cucumbers, etc. There are foods like onions that grow
beneath the ground but they are warming (Yang). The best is to keep a
diary of the properties you personally find foods to have as not all books
are correct.

I know from living in Hawaii that mangos always come into season
just around late May and June, just when it is beginning to turn hotter
and more humid. Mangos are very good for cooling summer heat and
also thirst. However, I once read that they are warming and felt quite
confused for a while. Then I asked myself what I felt after eating mangos.
I even tried eating them when I was experiencing too much heat in the
body to see if it would make the condition worse and learned it actually
made it better. So already I found the answer.

Sometimes foods will change their properties if they are cooked,
steamed or dried. So we need to learn this as well. However, this,
again, is about experience. If you have a good teacher, then they will
help you to learn step by step in the way that does not make you want
to give up but learn more. This involves trust in the teacher and belief in
what they are saying. If you do not trust what they are saying and still
continue to try and mix up different food diets and beliefs, then it will be
hard for your skill and knowledge to develop. Chinese food cures is a

skill that is several thousand years old and has been proven over
time. First it was used for cooking foods for royalty but over time it
spread to the common classes and became part of home cooking
for health, particularly in south China.

In any good skill, you will begin with the basics and so the
basics of Five Element Healthy Cooking is to find out whether

you are a Yin or Yang body type and then eat foods that will
balance this. The second thing is to learn how to apply the
Five Elements to your diet as each food will have a
particular element which can support and nourish or
actually worsen and aggravate an illness or condition.
In each course, we will build up the knowledge step by
step so that everyone can develop naturally and learn
something. It is no good to begin talking about very
complicated things when we have not yet mastered
the basics. All this will do is confuse and defeat us. It

is better to have small successes slowly than to give up
with nothing.

by Jessica Tse

Finding the AnswerFinding the Answer

In May, I travelled to Canada where we held a second Five Element Healthy
Cooking course covering foods that are balancing for the summer months. We cooked
many different dishes, including celery with cashews, a cooling soup that hydrated and
detoxified the body, and severalother dishes that either cool down summer heat or
release dampness, both of which are common ailments during this season.
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My first experience of this occurred
before I had even heard of the
concept, before beginning my

journey into martial arts and Qigong. It
actually occurred during my driving test
over twenty years ago now. As a learner
I never felt nervous or caused drama on
the road but within one minute of being
in the car with the invigilator I made a
cardinal error. Following his instruction to
make a right turn out of the test centre I
put my foot down on the accelerator and
turned the steering wheel too leisurely,
resulting in the car mounting the kerb
(on his side no less!). I did not dare to
look at his face. In my mind I had already
failed so the weight of worry and feeling
of apprehension lifted away and the
mind became a blank slate.

As he continued to issue his list of
commands in a monotone I performed
them perfectly, like an automaton.
We returned to the test centre
after three-quarters of an hour
(which felt like an eternity) and
as we came to a complete stop
the instructor closed his file and
said, “Mr. Wallace……you have
passed”. I responded, “You’re
joking, right?”, nonplussed,
believing him to possess some
sadistic sense of humour. (I
discovered later that instructors
allow errors in the first five
minutes due to ‘test nerves’.)

In 1998, I entered into
a Pushing Hands competition
for the Wenx ian
International Taijiquan
compet it ion. In the
evening before the
opening, I learned
that my randomly-
picked opponent
was the Chen
family member
who had been my
training partner in my
previous week’s stay in
Chenjiagou (ChenVillage). I felt deflated,
knowing he was one of the top athletes
under Maste r Chen Bing and
Grandmaster Chen Xiaoxing. He was
more skilled and losing tohim in the first
round would mean my early exit from

the tournament (or so I thought at the
t ime as the rules had not been
adequately translated).

This began to eat away at me,
causing my Qi to literally disperse. At
breakfast I had to force myself to eat and
felt uneasy. After lunch I returned to my
room with butterflies in my stomach,
awaiting the moment of truth. Instead
of resting in bed I began practising Zhan
Zhuang (Standing Pole) and after half an
hour I sat down to meditate. By the time
I arrived at the stadium I felt transformed
and invigorated. My mind was so calm
(a contrast to the competitors that go to
great lengths ‘psyching themselves up’),

my Qi was stable (adrenaline
under control ) and fully
restored, and I felt deeply
centred. Gone were all the
doubts and insecurities. At the

end of a very close match I
was declared the winner,

all due to
‘ e m p t y

mind’.

Other
t imes when
empty mind
pract ice has

come in handy is when
I train jumping. There is wall in

the park where I used to practice that
reached my waist level. A few times, to
challenge myself, I would jump onto it
from a stationary position; difficult
enough even with a running start. Each
time I would stand facing the wall
considering the height and pondering
clearing the distance too much, I would
prevent myself from doing it as if my feet
were nailed or glued to the ground.

Whenever I would finally stop thinking
and say to myself, “Just do it”, I always
succeeded.

When it comes to physical training
and Qi it does not do to over-
inte llec tual ise what is happening
internally. It is more important to feel
the experience rather than think or try to
make sense of it. Some people find the
idea of ‘No Mind’ hard to get around. It
seems like a paradox. It is important for
the skill taught to be absorbed by the
body and not to remain only in the head.
Consciousness of self is the greatest
impediment to the execution of physical
actions.

Most accidents occur and chances
are missed because of pensiveness and
hesitation to act, or else in acting rashly
or emotionally. In combat, when an
opponent commits to launching an attack
he creates an opening and becomes
vulnerable for a split-second. This window
of opportunity, the potential to counter-
attack, must be ‘felt’ instinctively. There
is no time to think because by the time

the eyes see
i t and the
brain sends
the message
to the limbs
to counter-
at tack, the
opportunity is
lost . The
o p p o n e n t
would have
returned to a

defensive position or retreated out of
range (closing the ‘window’) or renewed
his attack, presenting a whole new set
of problems to solve and answer.

The mind, unchecked, creates
irrational and unwarranted fears, self-
doubt and anxiety. In this situation it can
literally become our own worst enemy.
It creates barriers, physically (between us
and our bodies and achieving our goals)
and subtly (between us and other people
and nature.) The ‘empty mind’ enables
us to see things without prejudice, as they
really are, and enables us to achieve far
more physically than we might think
possible

by Adam Wallace

The concept of ‘empty mind’is realised through deep relaxation, attained
spontaneously or through training (meditation). It means to be fully aware of the present
and surroundings and forget theself, which removes allhindrance to physical possibilities.

Applying the Empty MindApplying the Empty Mind

“My Qi was
stable & fully

restored.”

“My Qi was
stable & fully

restored.”
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Xing ShouXing Shou
Part 3

Xing Shou is the first form in the Chun Yuen syllabus. It
is an exciting form that teaches all the basics and attitude of
Chun Yuen Quan. If your Xing Shou is good, then you will be
very healthy with a good posture, strong bones and Qi.

a b c

d e f

12. Tai Shan moves to the Side

a. Shifting the weight to the left leg, place the right foot
behind the left foot, keeping the weight on the left foot.

b. Bring the left forearm towards the chest and place the right
hand on top of it with palm facing up. Keep the left palm
in the same upright position.

c. Stretch the right hand up to the right side with head high
and change the palm to be a hook. Turn your head to look
at the hook.

d. Step on the diagonal, behind the body with the left foot.
The weight will once more be on the right foot with the
knee bent and left leg is straight

e. Sink down more on the right leg.
f. Now shift the weight onto the left leg which is bent and

bring both your hands behind the back in hooks. Make
sure chest is open and back straight.
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a b c d

e f g

Tai Shan is in China’s Shandong Province and is the highest
mountain in the area. It has always been respected by Chinese
emperors throughout history. It is a solid mountain and it is
said, “No one can move it.” If one were to imagine moving it,
though, it would take a lot of energy, so in this movement, we
need to imagine that we are moving something very heavy and
strong.

Many people like this movement because it is very good for
stretching the lower back.

a. Stand up and step forward with the right foot. Both legs
should be straight but the weight is on the back foot with
just the toes of the right foot touching on the ground.

b. Bring both hands around to the front of the chest, stretched
out and the right hand over the left hand with palms facing
downward.

c. Separate both hands, the right hand circling upward, the
left hand circling downward.

d. Continue to circle the hands, left hand going upwards now
and the right hand down, so that they both meet again in
a slap, the left hand hitting downwards and the right hand
hitting upwards.

Whether or not we like to go low is totally up to us. I always
say “ Over 40, take it easy. Listening to your body is most
important.” Opening the chest will help us to get more energy
to the lungs and improve the posture so when we move forward,
we need to make sure our posture is correct. The martial art
application is that when we shift the weight to the left side, the
left hand can grab the opponent’s leg and we can use the shoulder
to hit the opponent.

13. White Crane Flies up to the Sky

e. Lift the right hand above the head with the palm upward
and change the left hand to be a hook. Keep the head
high and chest open.

f. Now step forward with the left foot, still maintaining the
weight on the back leg, both legs straight.

g. Kick with the right foot and at the same time drop the
right hand to slap the top of the right foot.

h. After kicking drop the right leg behind in a straight line
and bend the left leg in bow stance. Keep the right hand
in the air like a chop.
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This movement actually is a flying kick which is like a crane
flying up to the sky. The crane is a very elegant and spiritual
bird and there are many Chinese poems, paintings and portraits
immortalising it. This is because once we look at the crane, our
feeling is like the bird, soaring up and free. When a crane flies,
it is very powerful and so is the energy for this movement as a
flying kick is very powerful. Kicking alone is powerful enough,
but with jumping, it is even more powerful. In Northern Chinese
martial arts there is more kicking and in Southern Chinese
martial arts fists are used more.

On the health side, this movement is about stamina as only
healthy people can kick or jump. All my teachers, when older,
were/are still very strong and flexible, unlike in the West where
health and strength are two different things. Actually, a healthy
person should also be very fit. Good health should be a balance
of both soft and hard. That is why we have kicks and jumps in
order to challenge the body in all ways to make it healthier and
last longer.

14. Close the Back Door Firmly

a. Pivoting on the heels, turn 180 degrees and at the same
time drop the right hand down to the left knee and change
the weight onto right leg. Now the left leg will be straight
and right leg will be bent in bow stance.

b. So the right hand keeps moving to pass the right knee,
then keeps going up on the other side, so that the whole
body is facing the opposite side to the original front
direction.

c. Step forward with the left leg and let the hands continue
to circle, right hand up and left hand down. The hands are
moving simultaneously and in a line, like the spokes of a
wheel.

d. When the left hand comes up to the left shoulder height,
slightly lift the right leg a little bit and then drop the right
leg back to the ground, the weight still being on the left
foot. At the same time, turn the left hand into a palm with
fingers up and change the right hand into a hook behind
the back with all fingers upward as well.

This movement needs good co-ordination which is a very
important part of good health, particularly when we are older.
If you notice older people, their co-ordination is not that good
and they can easily fall and hurt themselves and also forget
things, all because of poor co-ordination.

Making both hands in line is one of the principles of Chun
Yuen Quan. Another is that the movements should come from the
waist. In this particular movement, once we shift the weight
forward onto the right leg, we will start to circle the arms around.
This movement must come from the waist and so the body will
actually turn sideways towards the right. It is like passing
through a very narrow gap and so we need to turn the body in
order to get through.

Another one of the most used Chun Yuen hand gestures is
closing the palm by bending it at the knuckle and keeping the
rest of the four fingers closed together and straight as well. Also,
when we have one hand at our front and another hand behind
us, we need to make sure and keep the back straight. To do this
the back hand will pull up as much as it can in order to keep the
stretching of the shoulders. Therefore, the more we train Chun
Yuen properly, the better posture we will have.

The name of this movement is “Close the Back Door firmly”.
So we can image we are taking care of someone attacking us
from behind. In the martial art training we say “one eye covers
seven.” It means we must be aware of our surroundings and we
should not let someone attack us from behind. That is a good
attitude. Therefore, after the kicking we need to go back to our
position to cover ourselves.
To be continued… by Michael Tse

a b c
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New Fragrant Green
Tikuanyin

New Fragrant Green
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PressRelease
TAI CHI CHUAN REVELATIONS - Principles & Concepts
by Grandmaster Ip Tai Tak,
5th Generation Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan and First Disciple of Great Grand-
master Yang Sau Chung of the Yang Family Tai Chi Chuan.
Translated by Master John Ding
In his first book, Grandmaster Ip, one of the leading authorities on the Traditional Yang
Family Tai Chi Chuan, shares his insight and deeper understanding of the Tai Chi
classics including some of the unspoken original interpretations and concepts not
found in other Tai Chi texts and contains some rare pictures of him and Great
Grandmaster Yang Sau Chung. Without good understanding of Tai Chi principles
and concepts one will never attain a high level. This book certainly contains a wealth
of knowledge, which will assist both beginners and advanced practitioners seeking to
improve and gain deeper understanding in the principles and concepts of Tai Chi Chuan.
This certainly is a rare and informative book on Tai Chi Chuan.

A must for practitioners of all styles of Tai Chi Chuan! Get your copy now!
For more information and how to order this book directly from the publisher, do check out

our web site: www.taichiwl.demon.co.uk or email us at tcah@taichiwl.demon.co.uk or
write to us at TCAH, P.O.Box 6404, London E18 1EX, United Kingdom.

Tai Chi & Alternative Health is an international andleading quarterly Tai Chi magazine in United Kingdom. Published since1994 and
is essential reading for all those who are interested in Internal Arts and philosophies that shape them. Order your copy through

W H Smith, Menzies, Martins, local newsagent or take up a subscription with us NOW! The special subscription rate for 9 issues is :
United Kingdom - £26, Europe - £34, US & Rest of the World - £44 (Overseas payment must be made in bankdraft drawn from

any British banks and made payable toTCAH and send to TCAH, P.O. Box 6404, London E18 1EX, United Kingdom.

Small Box 60g (approx weight) £12.00*

Prices include UK p&p & decorative storage
container.
*Can make at least 8-12 small pots of tea.

Green fragrant Tikuanyin tea is
often called the “best” of all
Chinese tea.

With tea of this quality, the tea
can be reused to make several
cups.

Contact: Tse Qigong Centre tse@qimagazine.com 0845 838 2285 or 0161 929 4485

How to prepare Tea

Preparing good tea in the correct
way enhances the taste drastically.

Your will need the following:
Boiling Water
Small teapot or cup with lid
Tea strainer
Tea cups

i. Warm up the tea pot orcup with boiling
water.

ii. Wash tea by placing tea in pot and pour
in just enough boiling water to cover
leaves andthen discard immediately.

iii. Pour in more boiling water and allow to
stand for a 2-3 minutes. Stir gently.

iv. Pour tea through a tea strainer (to take
out anysmall bits of tea leaf) either
directly into a tea cup or
serving jug and then enjoy.

Taiwan's Muzha region, comes this high
mountain Fragrant Tikuanyin tea.
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meditation, visual imagery, exercise, prayer, diet, yoga,
Qigong, tai chi, and self-hypnosis are noted as valid modalities,
to name just a few. These modalities are now being integrated
alongside Western medicine in hospitals and clinics, filling voids
that allopathic medicine has not been able to fill. It views
illness as dis-ease, or imbalance of the body-mind-spirit
connection. Disease is further viewed as an opportunity for
empowerment and transformation for the improvement of the
self. We as healthcare providers are only tools or catalysts in
this process; our goal is to educate the individual in disease on
how to correct the issue themselves and what they are to learn
from the event at hand.

Though the term mind-body-spirit medicine is relatively
new, the concept has been around since the time of
Shakyamuni, the historical Buddha, 2,500 years ago. This
age old concept has survived countless centuries and is still in
practice today throughout Asia as it has spread out to the rest
of the world. Can we, as the only surviving super nation, be
so ignorant as to say this practice is not relevant to our well-
being, to healthcare? If we do, it is because of arrogance,
greed, and pride that does not allow us to see (or blinds us to
other possibilities and paradigms) and limits us to the concept

Nurses across America are expanding
their roles in healing by incorporating many
“alternative” therapies into their daily care
plans and seeing positive results. Mind-body-
spirit medicine is just one of those modalities.

The model of American medicine is in a constant state
of both change and evolution. Traditionally, modern
Americans have looked at our healthcare as one based
solely on science. This system of healthcare has been
perceived as being highly technological and based on

lifesaving treatments associated with curing. Nowsince western
medicine has a foundational premise of curing (defined as
treatment typically involving chemicals, radiationand/or surgery
in a bio-mechanical approach to eradicate disease, in which
the use of the term curing can only legally be performed by a
licensed medical physician inAmerica) it often is constricted by
its own conventions and further reinforced by the current social
and economic interests which, for the time, shape and sustain
science. Is this bad? No. But this approach is best for the
acute, emergent case more so than the chronic one many
healers are faced to minister to.

Then what approach works well on a chronic case, or
possibly side by side in the acute and emergent? It is that
modality which promotes self-healing from within, at the source
of the problem and not just at the level of symptom(s)
presented. What we are talking about is the mind-body-spirit
connection that science is nowdoing considerable more research
on and that science is discovering a plethora of supporting
data validating its existence. Mind-body-spirit medicine, as it
is often referred tohere in the West, focuses on the interactions
between the body, mind, and spirit and how powerfully these
influence and affect our individual health and wellness.

The approach to treatments associated with mind-body-
spirit medicine capitalises on, and enhances, each individual’s
capacity for self-knowledge/awareness and self-care,
emphasizing techniques, which are grounded in this ancient
approach. Techniques of mind-body-spirit medicine such as

Mind - Body - Spirit
Medicine
Embrace the
Buddha

Mind - Body - Spirit
Medicine
Embrace the
Buddha
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of ‘only that which is highly technical is true medicine’. It is
safe to say from my experience in the field of nursing that the
skillful art I once practised is more concerned with the skill
associated with technology and that the art has taken a back
seat. Yakushi Nyorai, the Medicine Buddha of Healing, (Shingon
esoteric Buddhism) is a fine example of relating this holistic
and foreign practice/concept to the often egotistical, narrow
mind that Western countries so often display. The American
healthcare crisis demonstrates this first hand.

Yakushi Nyorai, or Medicine Buddha, is perceived as a
fully enlightened being in Buddhism. Yakushi is unbiased in
his compassion for all living beings. He is perceived as a spiritual
guide protecting living beings from physical and mental sickness
including obstacles and dangers. In doing so, he assists in
eradicating the “Three Poisons” which are known as
attachment, hatred and ignorance. These three toxins are
considered the source of all sickness and danger in traditional
Buddhist medicine. Yakushi, a Buddha doctor, is really what
today we would consider as a
symbol of the practice of
mind-body-spirit medicine.

In the left hand Yakushi
holds a medicine container,
while his right hand forms the
mudra/hand sign for granting
wishes. As spiritual guide, he
is the Buddha who offers
medic ine to the people
suffering from illness, while
granting sustenance to the
mind, body, and spir it .
Buddhists whounderstand the
concept and philosophy of
Yakushi feel that Yakushi has
vowed to heal mental and
physical illness and grant the
wishes to do so to all who seek him out. Prayer (meditation)
and ritual, whilst aligning the self to this Buddha and all he
represents, allows the mind to begin the process of harmony,
balance, resolution of disease. By creating harmony the Three
Poisons are cast out and healing begins. Healing being defined
as balance of the three bodies; mind-body-spirit.

To further understand the mind-body-spirit connection,
let us first define illness or disease. Dr Yeshi Donden, a
practitioner of Tibetan medicine, has been credited with saying,
“the root [of illness] is beginning-less ignorance…. [and that]
ignorance is with us like our own shadow.” Ignorance generates
other negative states of the mind such as desire, hatred,
jealousy and pride. It is negative emotions, such as these,
that accumulate and build the toxins that lead to the Three
Poisons. If we look at the basis of our emotions we will find
that our emotional energies are neither good nor bad; but if
we hang onto those emotions they eventually manifest from
the etheric realm into our physical world at the weakest point,
the human body; this is true disease. More to the point it is
not the emotion itself that is of importance alone, but more
so, how we relate to that emotion and carry it, that creates
our state of well being. This concept is the basis to EFT or
Emotional Freedom Technique used by allopathic and
alternative practitioners alike today.

It is the Three Poisons that manifest into what we in the
West consider as illness. For possessing the Three Poisons
implies imbalance. Attachment or desire/passion implies a

grasping at objects or experiences
for personal pleasures of the
ego. Take a moment to look at
this through the eyes of the West
in a few clichés: “he with the most
toys wins” and “shop ‘till you
drop”. Madonna probably said
it best “a material girl [or
boy] in a material world…”.

As attach-
ment creates
imbalance, so
does hatred.
Hatred is based on
fear. If the ego is
truly frightened it
reacts; a reaction of
hatred toward the

cause of the fear in
hopes of sustaining
itself. The third
poison, ignorance,
can be a factor in
fear also. If we
don’t understand
something, often

the ego becomes
fearful of that and the

unpleasantness of that
fear manifests either

into a deeper fear or hatred. Ignorance is simply
misunderstanding of the ego.

Now attachment, hatred and ignorance do not always
mean illness. No, for when they are in balance the body is in
a state of well being; but when disharmony occurs with either
of these, illness begins to grow like a seed sprouting into a
great oak in the forest. It all goes back to maintaining harmony
of the body, mind, and spirit. If these three “bodies” are in
harmony with eachother then the Three Poisons are in balance
also. If the Three Poisons are balanced then disease is not
present.
to beconinuted ... by rev. Dr Christopher J. Bashaw, RN, DD,

PhD/MA, RMT, CNFT.
The remainderof this fascinating article can be found on our

website , www.qimagazine.com
Christopher Bashaw hasbeen a registered nurse for over 24 years

specializing in rehabilitativenursing and integrative therapies.
Bashaw is thesoke (licensed lineage head)of Kosho Hoho Yooga

(KHY) holdingan eight degree black belt. KHY is a rare martial art
that includes healingarts within its curriculum suchas tai chi,

qigong, energywork, nutrition, herbology, andshamanic therapy.
Bashaw isa practicing Buddhist takinghis lay vows as a Buddhist
Priest; he holds a PhD inthe martial arts inducted into The World
Martial Arts Hall of Fame and has been awarded a Doctorates in

Divinity as well as a Bachelors in Naturology (study of natural
medicine). Heteaches both lay personsand allied health

professionals alike inintegrative medicine out of the Mizu Tama
Dojo locatedin Rochester, NH.

www.freewebs.com/mizu_tama_dojo

three toxins are
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danger in traditional
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CFS and Qigong

my quest and desire to get well. Food was important. Experimenting
with foods that worked for me and foods that did not meant gluten,
alcohol and coffee quickly became things of the past. One of the
hardest aspects to accept was my seeming inability to cope with
just the slightest form of exertion or exercise. For most of my life,
I had been an active sportswoman and horse rider and I missed
those activities dearly, not just for the physical fitness but for mental
well-being as well.

Sometimes things happen in life with no real explanation.
For me this occurred two and a half years after the onset of my
“cold”, when the word Qigong entered my life. With the mindset

My experience with Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) began nearly
ten years ago when my family decided to
move to Christchurch, New Zealand (on
the South Island), so that I could engage
in a teaching and learning degree and
that my husband Anthony could open a
new office for his company. It was also
an opportunity for our children to
experience city living, new schools and
life further afield from our families. As
most people know, moving house and
changing lifestyle can be a stressful
time. It was no different for us, so when
I contracted what seemed like a cold and
sore throat on the day we moved, I duly
waited for it to run its course.

Six months later I still had the sore throat, always
there and very oftenextremely painful, along with
a host of other ailments. My “cold” had been
Glandular Fever and my persistent un-wellness
was eventually given the name of Chronic Fatigue

Syndrome. It is known indifferent countries under different
names including:- Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME), Post-
Viral FatigueSyndrome (PVFS) and Chronic Fatigue Immune
Dysfunction Syndrome (CFIDS)

This was a whole new health experience for a very
active and fit woman who ‘rarely’ let illness get in her
way. With few useful answers given to me by the medical
fraternity regarding CFS, and learning what I could from
the experience of others, it became apparent early on
that I was just going to have to do the best I could.

CFS affects sufferers in different ways and there is
a great deal written about it, but for me it manifested
itself with the continual sore throat, aching body, foggy
brain, rotten sleep and an unbelievable sense of fatigue,
to mention a few. After struggling through a year at the
University with the symptoms persisting, I withdrew from
my course and resigned myself to life in the “take one
day at a time” lane. I remember one day taking our dog
to the park that was 200 meters from our home and
thinking “I can’t walk back”; my body just didn’t want to
function. Other days I would slump on the bed for hours,
not moving, not thinking........at least I was breathing I
suppose, but even that often hurt. In saying that, some
days weren’t as bad as others so it was important to look
forward to the better days.

We returned to the Kapiti Coast when Anthony
took another position in the company and I continued on
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o f
“nothing to

lose”, Anthony and I attended a Qigong
seminar on Healthy Living Gong with Sifu Neale
Svenson. After the first day, I was exhausted but in a
different way. Also, I had got into the habit of taking
aspirin at bed time to ease my throat and aches and
help with the transition to some sort of sleep. I confess
to looking forward to that time and moment of
temporary release. The evening after my day of Healthy
Living Gong, as I prepared for bed, for the first time in
so long, I did not go to the medicine cabinet and what
was even more startling for me was that I didn’t want
to take the aspirin. Even better was that the muscle
twitches that normally plagued my sleep had eased
somewhat.

I guess that was the turnaround for me, and
with the words still ringing in my ears from Sifu Neale
saying “you know you can heal yourself”, I started my
journey with Qigong and the Tse Qigong Centre.

It is well documented that some CFS sufferers tend to be people
who engage in life to the full. That was certainly true for me and with
that type of enthusiasm for life, I had an attitude of wanting to fight
off any illness. Unfortunately, that did not work for my CFS and it
took me a long time to accept that I was unwell. From working with
Qigong, Inow have some understanding of why that change in mindset
was so beneficial. It enabled me to relax more and, in Qigong terms,
allowed the Qi to flow. It also meant that I wasn’t fixating on the
illness and inadvertently giving it strength. However, at no stage did
I think I was not going to get well again.

It is very important to believe that your health will improve,
which is where Qigong comes in. To practise these beautiful soft
movements with the mind and body being relaxed and energised
instead of exhausted, it was very easy to believe that Qigong would
be able to help me. I found that trusting this ancient form of health
exercise both liberating and rewarding. There was no turning back.

The words “mind, body and soul” are often referred to when
people look for balance and good health in their lives. Relating this

to Qigong, the “mind” part for me was about being inspired after
that first day and from thenon remaining positive, relaxed and believing
in the skill. For the body tobenefit from Qigong, regular and dedicated
practice is required. In some ways I feel that I was quite lucky being
so unwell as I had a great incentive to practise regularly and my
“body” was very grateful. Over time, as I learned more about the
skills and their history, I developed a greater understanding and
appreciation of the integrity and “soul” that is behind these forms.

People now ask me if I am cured of CFS. My answer is simply
that I “manage” the condition. Symptoms do flare up from time to
time, usually when I have pushed myself too hard and my sore throat
is still an issue, but using all that I have learned with Dayan Qigong
and Chun Yuen Quan, I now have the skills to keep it in check. From
years of practice and learning, my energy and health are at a level
that I am again actively involved with family life, our farm, our retail
store and, of course, teaching Dayan Qigong. I have no doubt about
the positive influence these skills have had on my path to better
health. There is some irony in the fact that, as a result of this illness
and its journey, I consider myself healthier and happier than ever.

I cannot finish this article without acknowledging my deeply
felt appreciation and thanks for all that encompasses the Tse Qigong
Centre with special thanks to Tse Sigong, Sifu Jessica and Sifu Neale

by Belinda Hadfield

“With the mindset
of “nothing to lose”,
Anthony and I
attended a Qigong
seminar on Healthy
Living Gong.”

“With the mindset
of “nothing to lose”,
Anthony and I
attended a Qigong
seminar on Healthy
Living Gong.”
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Feng Shui 24 MountainsFeng Shui 24 Mountains

Most people understand that studying Feng Shui is about creating
a good environment for living, making us healthy first, happy and lucky at
the end. Most people would like to be have good health, a good career, a
good relationship and be rich and famous. It all begins with good health.
Without it we cannot have a good future, because we will be ill and die early.

Zhen , East, Wood element, which covers the three
mountains Jia, Mao, Yi, , those three are wood
elements
Gen , North East, Earth element, which covers the three
mountains Chou, Gen, Yin, , Chou is earth, Gen is
earth, and Yin is wood.
Kan , North, Water element, which covers the three
mountains Ren, Zi, Gui , those 3 mountains are
water elements
Qian , North West, Metal elements, which covers the
three mountains Xu, Qian, Hai , Xu is earth, Qian
is metal and Hai is water.
Dui , West, Metal element, which covers the three
mountains Geng, You, Xin . Those 3 mountains are
metal elements.
Kun , South West, Earth element, which covers the three
mountains Wei, Kun, Shen , Wei is earth, Kun is
earth and Shen is metal.

Here we can see in the Bagua, each Gua covers 3
mountains and so all together it becomes 24mountains. Those
24 mountains combine with the Bagua and also the Tian
Gan (Heavenly Stems) and Di Zi ( (EarthBranches).

But all together there are more than 24numbers, Bagua
has 8, Tian Gan has 10 and the Di Zi has 12. All together this
totals 30, but because some of them have the same element
and direction our Feng Shui ancestors deleted some of them

In the Bagua which is Qian , Dui ,, Li , Zhen ,
Xun ,, Kan , Gen and Kun , they deleted 4 Gua:
Dui , Li , Zhen , and Kan , keeping only the other
4 Gua Qian , Kun , Xun and Gen .
In Tian Gan which is Jia , Yi , Bing , Ding ,
Wu , Ji , Geng , Xin , Ren and Gui , they
deleted: Wu and Ji , only 2, keeping 8 Tian Gan ..
In Di Zi which is Zi , Chou , Yin , Mao , Chen

, Si , Wuu , Wei , hen , Youou , Xu and Hai
, they used all of them because they relate to the

horizontal earth energy.

All together, 24 mountains are used to measure all the
energy from the earth and the times when it is good and what
it is good for, also when it is not good and what it is not good
for.

By Michael Tse

It is important to have good nature around us like mountains,
oceans, rivers, trees, open peaceful space and animals,
and we certainly need to able to see the sky and the earth.

That is already a good environment which means good Feng
Shui. Changing your interior furniture just helps for short while,
the same as simply using a compass to find a good position
without seeing the nature around. Having a good heart and
helping other people and having a principle in your life last a
long time and will bring good luck because it teaches you how
to handle problems. Knowing Feng Shui makes problems go
quickly or reduce the problems or maximise your benefits. But
we cannot totally trust it without having a good heart and a
good principle.

When we are studying Feng Shui we will come across
24 mountains . What are these?

24 mountain is based on the Bagua (eight
situation), 24 derived by 8 x 3. It means each Gua
(situation) has 3 mountains.

24 mountains cover the 360 degrees around us on the
horizontal plane, they represent the environment energy
around us. So we divide 360 degrees by 24 (mountains) and
so each mountain has 15 degrees. Actually 15 degrees for an
area is not too bad to measure with the compass as it is not
easy to miss or misjudge. But if the measurement falls in
between two mountains then we can have two different kinds
of energy to put up with, generally that is not good. It is better
to have a correct direction, just in the same way a person
needs to stand properly and do things properly, a house or
any building needs to be correct. But today there is a lot of
radiation around from all those wireless signals, cables and
machines about us. They affect the measurement on each 15
degree of each mountain. The best thing to do is to find a
place where we are sure, measure it from there and also check
with the compass, so both together.

So the East, South, West and North are pretty definite
unless your compass is broken and that is highly unlikely. So
the South East, South West, North East and North West are
also pretty definite like the other four directions. These all
together form Bagua, eight directions.

Gua is Li , South, Fire element, it covers the three
mountains Ping, Wu, Ding, , those three mountains
are fire elements as well.
Xun , South East, Wood element, it covers the three
mountains Chen, Xun, Si, , Chen is earth, Xun is
wood, Si is fire.
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From the Heavenly Stems
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to the Di Zhi

All these elements
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the 24 Mountains
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You have to keep your own skill up
to a certain standard. You have to
know howto communicate that skill,

break it down for your students. You have
to find methods that work. You have to
find the right words. Sometimes your
favourite methods or ways of explaining
things may not work for some people so
you have to be able to think on your
feet, come up with alternatives.

You have to know your subject
from the inside out, know why things
work the way they do. In other words
you have to master theory and practice.

You have to know how to read
people, how to distinguish the greedy
from the sincere, the thirsters after
knowledge from the theory junkies, the
disruptors from the merely enthusiastic.
And certain men and women will come
with their own agendas – both personal
and professional! You have to learn to
protect yourself and the other students
from the damage these people could
cause.

And you have to keep up your
own practice. You have to embody
what you teach, practice what you
preach. You have to set an
example, both in terms of ability
and how you carry yourself. You
can’t use your position as a
teacher as an excuse to be rude
or thoughtless. A little patience
and kindness goes a long way and
can encourage the fearful or shy to
persist in their practice.

And yet you can’t afford to
suffer fools either. They will drag
you down, ruin your class. Every
single session is a tightrope
walk be tween main-
taining empathy and
maintaining the
necessary de-
tachment to get
things done in
the right way.
Stud ents
m a y

miss a class or two – you can’t! Students
may neglect their practice for personal
reasons that you can understand – you
can’t neglect yours! You have to miss lots
of other social stuff. But that’s why you’re
the teacher. It’s your dedication and
commitment that puts you in that
position.

Students may grumble about
various rules and regulations. It’s your
job to give adequately logical and
sensible expositions of those rules and
regulations so that their importance is
appreciated.

There’s a lot of travel involved,
money too sometimes, if the class is too
small to pay the rent. There’s a lot of
heartache occasionally when you lose a
good student, for whatever reason.

There’s paperwork involved too.
Argh!! There are membership forms to
fill in and copy and send off, progress
reports on which students have passed
which forms (and I’m one of t h e
worst offenders here, I
know!) and there are b i t s

of information to give out in
class.

No one gets rich teaching this
stuff. No one can rest on their laurels.
While you’re busy trying to catchup with
your teacher, he or she is busy trying to
widen the gap!

So why on earth do it in the first
place?

Well, to start with it’s a privilege.
We tend to remember our teachers,
whether at school or college or in a
profession or hobby. We remember those
who try to impart skill and knowledge to
us. Teachers loom large in our minds for
the rest of our lives. It’s a privilege to
have that sort of impact on someone’s
life. It’s a privilege to get that kind of
respect from people.

And it’s another kind of privilege
to be a depository of ancient knowledge.
I caught myself in class the other day
giving a talk on how much of what we
do in everyday life, rubbing our eyes
when they’re tired, stretching out a stiff
back, throwing out the arms when
yawning etc, represented unconscious
knowledge inside the body, knowledge
that animals still have when they eat
grass to be sick or lick a wound clean. I
was talking about how Qigong is a
formalisation of this ancient knowledge.
People were listening to me with their
mouths open, drinking in my wisdom.
My wisdom? No, this is stuff I got from
my teacher and my practice (which of
course also originates from my teacher)
so it’s not “mine” – but what a treat for
anyone to have that kind of attentive
audience and to be appreciated for that
kind of wisdom!

And it’s a privilege to be able
to pass on to others material that you
know is beneficial to them. It’s like
cooking fresh food for someone every

day – or rather it’s like teaching them
how to cook good food for themselves.

I owe it all to my teacher. And
when I look around at the many people
now running classes, I appreciate the
enormous and sustained effort it must
have taken to get to this point. I don’t
know how he did it. But long may it
continue!

by Julian Wilde

Anyone who has ever taught a class or classes for a
period of time will be aware of how much work is involved. It is
not a simple case of hiring a room and putting up a poster.

Class ActClass Act
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TSE QIGONG CENTRE CLASSES



Attleborough, Norfolk Sue Chamberlain 01508 530 974
Aylesbury Jan Kitteridge 01296 630 390
Barnet Peter Walfisz 07958 484 139
Barnet Shahriar Sepangi 07854 866 148
Beccles, Suffolk Helen Howes 01508 548 137
Bodelwyddan - North Wales Ann Sim 01745 582 936
Cardiff Barry Horrell 0776 681 4989
Chester Simon Bedford 07971 230 652
Coventry Cat Beesley 02476 670 796
Diss, Norfolk Caroline Forbes 01379 650 186
Grimsby Jens Thinnesen 07714 704 609
Hexham, Northumberland Christine Barbier 01434 682 018
Ipswich, Suffolk Caroline Forbes 01379 650 186
Kingston-Upon-Thames Marie Ball 0208 946 1843
Leamington Spa Kate Britton 01926 451 163
Leeds Martin Gale 0781 402 2671
Liverpool Martin Gale 0781 402 2671
Long Stratton, Norfolk Sue Chamberlain 01603 496 156
North Norfolk Elaine Tattersall 01603 466 120
Norwich Julian Wilde 01603 465 189
Nottingham Barry Horrell 0776 681 4989
Oxford Khim Guan 0777 599 5184
Rhyl - North Wales Yve Hands 07796 361 441
Rugby Kate Britton 01926 451 163
Sheffield Matt Coppock 0114 266 2888
Solihull Kate Britton 01926 451 163
St Albans Khim Guan 0777 599 5184
St Neots, Cambridgeshire David Betts 0773 319 3124
Walthamstow Sai Yuen 07813 489 744
Wilmslow Darryl Moy 0845 838 2285
Wirral Henry Sheehan 07931 833 943

REGIONAL CLASSES WITH
AUTHORISED INSTRUCTORS

Tse Qigong Centre
PO Box 59, Altrincham
WA15 8FS
Tel. 0845 838 2285
or 0161 929 4485
tse@tseqigongcentre.com

Contact the Centre

see our website: www.tseqigongcentre.com
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July-October 2008

5 ELEMENT CHINESE HEALTHY COOKING
HEALING FOODS FOR SUMMER
19 July- Kentish Town Congregational Church, London,NW1 8PH. 1-5pm
Find the foods than can replenish fluids, cool Yang and heat, helping to balance and nourish
the five internal organs.

AUGUST 2008
SUMMER RESIDENTIAL COURSES

15 - 19 AUGUST DAMO STAFF

21 - 25 AUGUST PLUM BLOSSOM
WALKING GONG
SEE INSIDE FRONT AND REAR COVERS
AND INSERT FOR MORE DETIALS

5 ELEMENT CHINESE HEALTHY COOKING:
HEALING FOODS FOR AUTUMN & WINTER
27 Sept - Kentish Town Congregational Church, London, NW1 8PH. 1-5pm
As the weather becomes drier, so does the body. Learn about food to build immune system
and hydrate the body.

GENERAL YANG'S SPEAR PART I
4/5 Oct – Norwich
The spear is often called the “King of all Weapons” because of its
versatility. The Yang Family (different to the Yang family of Taijiquan) was
renowned throughout China for its spear skill which was said to be the
best. This Chun Yuen Quan form is very elegant and its long sweeping,
flowing movements teach good posture, coordination and lightness.
Suitable for all.

WILD GOOSE QIGONG - PART II
11/12 Oct - Kentish Town Congregational Church, London, NW1 8PH. 1-5pm
Wild Goose Qigong is a longevity skill that imitates the movements of the
Dayan, the wild goose. It is one of the most famous Qigong skills that has
survived over 18 centuries in China. There are two sets of movements in the
Dayan Qigong, the 1st 64 and the 2nd 64. We will begin with the first set
as this works on post-natal illnesses and helps to open the channels, build
balance and relaxation.
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PAYMENT:
Chequespayableto “MichaelTse”

10days inadvance,
Credit cards – 3days in advance,
Cashonly – on day of course with

additional late feepayment

Discountrate forthosewho have been
tested and passed.Pleasecall fordetails.

Membership
Yearly Membership includes Qi

Magazine subscription, reduced
seminar fees on certain seminars &

classes, Centre polo shirt & discounts
on certain merchandise.

Family Membershipcovers family
members living at thesame address.
Other details as above, but with two

polo shirts. Please see our website or
contact the Centre for current rates.

Tse Qigong Centre
PO Box 59
Altrincham
WA15 8FS
Tel. 0845 838 2285
tse@tseqigongcentre.com

Contact the
Centre

or see our website:
www.tseqigongcentre.com

UK



Italy
Rome Guiseppie Siani 00 39 339 452 8511 giuseppe.siani@gmail.com

New Zealand
Kapiti Coast Belinda Hadfield 04 298 7974 wildgooseqigong@xtra.co.nz
Wellington Cynthia Shaw

& Susanne Jungersen 04 384 3199 or 027 464 1597 cshaw@xtra.co.nz
Hawke's Bay Bay/Hastings Jennifer Leaf 0 6 835 6418 jleaf@paradise.net.nz

Norway
Tromso Tor Arne Oigard, 00 47 9717 ta.paamelding@gmail.com

USA
Honolulu Brandon Eugenio (808) 528 8501 kunlundayan@yahoo.com
New York, Jersey City
Teaneck New Jersey Adam Wallace (212) 330 8327 wallace@dayanqigong.com
Seattle, Washington Derek Fowler (206) 229 3738 kunlunmountains@gmail.com

Tse Qigong Centre
What’s On Worldwide
Tse Qigong Centre
What’s On Worldwide
Sept 2008

CLASSES WITH TSE QIGONG CENTRE AUTHORISED INSTRUCTORS
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NORWAY
WING CHUN KUNG FU
12 Sept Tromso

WILD GOOSE QIGONG
13/14 Sept Tromso
Wild Goose Qigong is a longevity skill that imitates the movements of
the ‘Dayan’. It is one of the most famous Qigong skills that has survived many centuries in China. The 1st 64 is the
beginning of all the Wild Goose Qigong forms. This form works on post-natal illnesses and problems in the body and it
will help balance the body and open the channels.
(Will split into different groups according to what level has been learned.)
Contact: Tor Arne Oigard, 00 47 9717 ta.paamelding@gmail.com

Australia
Brisbane & Toowoomba Jane Pollard & Vera Externest 07 46364075 or 0427 320828 info@gooseqigong.com

Canada
Duncan, B.C Lee Masters (250) 748 4060 rivendellrhythm@shaw.ca

ITALY
WILD GOOSE QIGONG
27/28 Sept Rome
(Will split into different groups according to what level has been learned.)
Contact: Giuseppe Siani 00 39 339 452 8511
email giuseppe.siani@gmail.com



Chen Style
Tajijiquan is

the oldest
form of

Taijiquan and also
has the strongest

martial arts aspect. As
such it contains many

different weapons forms,
many of which are not found in
other systems of Taijiquan. The

Double Swords is one such
form. It is a very graceful

flowing form that captures
the essence of Chen Taiji’s

spiralling energy
combining it with light

and nimble movements.
A form not to be

missed!



Members : £460
Non-members: £520
This is the first time this form
from the Kunlun Dayan system
has been taught. Using Qigong
principles and techniques in combination with walking is a
special way of healing many illnesses. The total body
movement helps to gather more fresh Qi and release any
toxins.
(Special requirements for registration - please call for details.)

For more
information

contact
Tse Qigong Centre or to reserve your
place please see the booking form in

the centre of this issue of Qi
Magazine.


